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4
Resolving Complex Geometric Patterns

and Hierarchical Substructure
in the Cosmic Web

W.E. Schaap & R. van de Weygaert

ABSTRACT — We investigate the performance of the Delaunay Tessellation Field
Estimator (DTFE) towards tracing two key aspects of the large scale cosmic matter distri-
bution: the hierarchically structured matter distribution and the complex web-like pattern
consisting of anisotropic filamentary and sheet-like features. The DTFE is a self-adaptive
density estimation and multi-dimensional interpolation scheme which is based on the
Delaunay tessellation of a given spatial point distribution. The DTFE does not make
use of any artificial, user-specified filtering. The performance of the DTFE is compared
with that of the conventional rigid grid-based TSC procedure and the scale-adaptive yet
shape-insensitive SPH method. To test the ability to explore structural hierarchy, a set of
three Soneira-Peebles self-similar point distributions is processed with the DTFE, SPH
and TSC procedures. The scaling properties, indices and autocorrelation functions are
assessed and compared to those of the generating point distribution. Three Voronoi clus-
tering models – a wall, a filament and a cluster model – are used as templates to test the
ability to trace anisotropic web-like patterns. The shape of flattened sheets and elongated
filaments in the DTFE, SPH and TSC field reconstructions is confronted with the shape
of the point distribution. Also the volume occupation of regions enclosed by iso-density
contours is compared with that of other methods and the point distribution. The DTFE
proves itself superior in both scale and shape resolution. It manages to reproduce the
self-similar scaling of the Soneira-Peebles models to an impressive level, even succes-
fully recovering the scaling indices. The study also shows its success in tracing web-like
patterns. Not only the visual appearance of the DTFE reconstructions, but also the re-
covery of the shape and, to some lesser extent, the volume occupation of the web-like
features demonstrates the potential of the DTFE as a key instrument in the study of the
cosmic web. The DTFE is a natural and surprisingly accurate filtering and interpolation
instrument for the study of the cosmic web.
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4.1 Introduction

Three major characteristics of the large scale structure of the universe are the web-like spa-
tial arrangement of galaxies and mass into elongated filaments, sheet-like walls and dense
compact clusters, the existence of large near-empty void regions and the hierarchical nature
of the mass distribution, marked by substructure over a wide range of scales and densities.
According to the standard paradigm of cosmic structure formation, the theory of gravitational
instability (Peebles 1980), this intricate spatial pattern has emerged as a result of the gravi-
tational growth of tiny (Gaussian) density perturbations and the accompanying tiny velocity
perturbations in the primordial universe.

Over the past decades this basic framework of cosmic structure formation has been shaped
and confirmed by an almost revolutionary progress in observational cosmology, underpinned
and supported by major advances in theoretical understanding guided by ever larger computer
simulations of structure formation. Powerful new telescopes and detectors along a broad
expanse of the electromagnetic spectrum have opened up our view of the infrastructure of our
universe out to high redshifts. Of paramount significance for our understanding of cosmic
structure formation is the information provided by large systematic galaxy redshift surveys,
of which the 2dFGRS (Colless et al. 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Stoughton et
al. 2002) are the most prominent examples. They have mapped the spatial distribution of
hundreds of thousands to a million galaxies over huge swathes of the nearby universe. Since
1986, when the CfA redshift survey (de Lapparent, Geller & Huchra 1986) became available,
we have learned that galaxies trace out an intricate spatial pattern throughout the observable
universe. Since then, the LCRS, 2dFGRS and SDSS redshift surveys have confirmed and
established the web-like spatial organization of cosmic matter on Megaparsec scales as a
basic characteristic of our universe. These redshift surveys reveal a sponge-like arrangement,
coined the cosmic web (Bond, Kofman & Pogosyan 1996, see also van de Weygaert 2002 and
references therein), with galaxies aggregating in striking geometric patterns such as prominent
filaments, vaguely detectable walls and dense compact clusters on the periphery of giant voids.

Perhaps as impressive as the advances in observations are those in theoretical and com-
puter studies of the formation and evolution of large scale structure. Cosmological N-body
and advanced statistical tests have acquired a central position within any viable cosmolog-
ical study of the involved gravitational, hydrodynamical and radiative processes and in the
interpretation of the multitude of complex cosmological observational results. Over the last
decades N-body computer experiments have become considerably more complex and realistic
(for an extensive review see e.g. Bertschinger 1998). The first cosmological simulations were
performed in the seventies and consisted of only a couple of hundreds of particles, each rep-
resenting huge dark matter concentrations (e.g. White 1976, Aarseth, Turner & Gott 1979).
Awesome advances in computing power have lead to the current situation in which simula-
tions of 5123 dark matter particles are gradually becoming the norm, while state-of-the-art
simulations supersede this number by orders of magnitude and in some cases have almost
acquired the status of a true ‘universe in silicon’. The largest simulation carried out thus far,
the millennium simulation (Springel et al. 2005), contains more than 1010 particles and has a
dynamic range in excess of 105 along each dimension. Such simulations are able to simulta-
neously follow the development of large scale structure as well as the hierarchical build-up of
galaxy clusters and galaxy haloes by the infall and merging of small dark matter haloes.
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4.1.1 The cosmic web

A first important characteristic of the cosmic matter distribution is its web-like geometry,
marked by highly elongated filamentary and flattened planar structures as well as dense com-
pact clusters surrounding large near-empty void regions (see Fig. 4.1). As borne out by a large
sequence of N-body computer experiments, web-like patterns in the overall cosmic matter
distribution do represent a universal but possibly transient phase in the gravitationally driven
emergence and evolution of cosmic structure. The N-body calculations have shown that web-
like patterns defined by prominent anisotropic filamentary and planar features – and with
characteristic large underdense void regions – are a natural manifestation of the gravitational
cosmic structure formation process.

The existence of the cosmic web can be understood through the tendency of matter con-
centrations to contract and collapse gravitationally in an anisotropic manner. In a generic
random density field the gravitational force field at any location will be anisotropic. For a
particular structure the internal force field of the structure hangs together with the flattening
of the feature itself. It induces an anisotropic collapse along the main axes of the structure.
The more quiescent external ‘background’ force field, the integrated gravitational impact of
all external density features in the universe, will also be anisotropic. It is this Megaparsec-
scale tidal shear pattern which is the main agent for the contraction of matter into the fila-
ments which trace out the cosmic web. Its link with the cluster distribution can be understood
through the implied quadrupolar mass distribution, in which the clusters are to be found at
the sites of the overdense patches (Bond, Kofman & Pogosyan 1996), van de Weygaert &
Bertschinger 1996).

A second manifest feature of the large scale matter distribution is the marked and domi-
nant presence of large roundish underdense regions, the voids. They form in and around den-
sity troughs in the primordial density field. These evolve in nearly empty void regions with
sharply defined boundaries marked by filaments and walls. Their essential role in the organi-
zation of the cosmic matter distribution was recognized early after their discovery (Gregory
& Thompson 1978, Einasto, Joeveer & Saar 1980, Kirshner et al. 1981, 1987, Icke 1984).
Recently, their emergence and evolution has been explained within the context of hierarchical
gravitational scenarios (Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004).

Perhaps the most significant and characteristic property is the hierarchical nature of the
cosmic matter distribution. Over a wide range of spatial and mass scales objects and/or struc-
tures are embedded within structures of a larger dimension and a lower density. This is a
manifestation of clustering in gravitational instability scenarios in which the power spectrum
of primordial density fluctuations is a decreasing function of the spatial scale. The currently
most viable candidate for the gravitationally dominant constituent of the cosmic inventory is
a species of cold dark matter, whose fluctuations would indeed involve such a hierarchical
spectrum. It leads to a scenario in which the first objects to form are small compact objects
which subsequently merge with their surroundings as the larger scale density excess in which
they are embedded condense out of the cosmic background (Press & Schechter 1974, Bond et
al. 1991). As a result extended structures which may still be in the process of collapsing, or
have not yet reached a perfect stage of virialization, often contain a large amount of smaller
scale structures of higher density which have collapsed at an earlier epoch. As a result we find
a large variety of structures and features in the universe, with a wide range of densities and
each marked by different spatial and mass scales. The presence of a hierarchy of embedded
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Figure 4.1 — Cosmic density field illustrating the large dynamic range which is present in the large
scale matter distribution. In the left-hand frame the density field in a 10h−1Mpc wide slice through
a cosmological simulation is depicted. In the subsequent frames zoom-ins focusing on a particular
structure are shown. On all depicted scales structures are present.

substructures on different scales is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. It shows a slice through a simulation
of cosmological structure formation, together with a number of zoom-ins which focus in on
a particular substructure. In the central zoom-in small clumps in the filamentary structure
connecting the two main structures are clearly visible. The bottom frame zooms in on a huge
concentration of matter which can be seen to display detailed substructure including at least
three subclumps at its core. Note that the density fields were obtained by means of the DTFE
procedure outlined in this study.

Observationally, we recognize traces of the hierarchical formation process in the galaxy
distribution on Megparsec scales. The large unrelaxed filamentary and wall-like superclusters
contain various rich clusters of galaxies as well as a plethora of smaller galaxy groups, each of
which has a higher density than the average supercluster density. Zooming in on even smaller
scales, within groups large galaxies themselves are usually accompanied by a number of
smaller satellites and dwarf galaxies. The imprint of hierarchical clustering may also be found
in fully collapsed structures, such as clusters and even haloes of galaxies. When studying the
hot X-ray emitting intracluster gas, more evenly distributed than the galaxies, the majority of
clusters appears to display some measure of substructure (e.g. Schuecker et al. 2001). Even
the Coma cluster appears to be marked by a heavy infalling group (Neumann et al. 2003).
Also galaxies bear the marks of their hierarchical formation. The most visible manifestation
concerns the presence of streams in their dark haloes, remnants of infalling dwarf galaxies
(e.g. Helmi et al. 1999, Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002).

4.1.2 Analyzing the cosmic web

Cosmological theories describe the development of structure in terms of continuous (dark
matter) density and velocity fields. However, we have seen that to a large extent our knowl-
edge stems from a discrete sampling of these fields. In the observational reality galaxies are
the main tracers of the cosmic web and it is mainly through measuring of the redshift dis-
tribution of galaxies that we have been able to map its structure. Likewise, simulations of
the evolving cosmic matter distribution are almost exclusively based on N-body particle com-
puter calculations, involving a discrete representation of the features we seek to study. Both
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the galaxy distribution as well as the particles in an N-body simulation are examples of spatial
point processes in that they are

- discretely sampled;

- have an irregular spatial distribution.

The translation of discretely sampled and spatially irregularly distributed sampled objects into
related continuous fields or sufficiently descriptive cosmological measures is not necessarily
a trivial procedure. It involves issues of smoothing and spatial interpolation of the measured
data over the sampling volume, which is a subject of considerable importance and interest in
many different branches of science. Key references on the involved problems and solutions
include those by Ripley (1981, 1989), Watson (1992) and Cressie (1993). While of consid-
erable importance for astronomical purposes, many available methods escaped attention. A
systematic treatment and discussion within the astronomical context is the study by Rybicki
& Press (1992), who focussed on linear systems as they developed various statistical proce-
dures related to linear prediction and optimal filtering, commonly known as Wiener filtering.
An extensive, systematic and more general survey of available mathematical methods can be
found in a set of publications by Lombardi & Schneider (2001, 2002 and 2003).

The main issue is the processing of the discretely sampled field into a continuous field
which retains all required information. While demanding in itself, it is complicated by the
highly inhomogeneous nature of the sampling point distribution. The number density of
galaxies in redshift survey maps and N-body particles in computer simulations is supposed
to be proportional to the underlying matter density. Because this involves a hierarchical and
anisotropic matter distribution ideally one should define a technique which would not lose
information against the backdrop of a highly inhomogeneous spatial resolution. As a result
nearly all existing techniques for analyzing galaxy redshift surveys or numerical simulations
of cosmic structure formation have important shortcomings with respect to how they treat the
web-like geometry of the large scale matter distribution and the hierarchical character of the
cosmic matter distribution. The limited available mathematical machinery has often been a
major obstacle in exploiting the potentially large information content of the cosmic web.

4.1.2.1 Data compression: statistical measures

One strategy is to distill various statistical measures characterizing particular aspects of the
large scale matter distribution (see Martı́nez & Saar 2002 for an extensive review). The clus-
tering of galaxies and matter is most commonly described in terms of a hierarchy of correla-
tion functions (Peebles 1980). The two-point correlation function – and the equivalent power
spectrum, its Fourier transform (Peacock & Dodds 1994, Tegmark et al. 2004) – remains the
mainstay of cosmological clustering analysis and has a solid physical basis. However, the non-
trivial and non-linear patterns of the cosmic web are mostly a result of the phase correlations
in the cosmic matter distribution (Ryden & Gramann 1991, Chiang & Coles 2000). While this
information is contained in the moments of cell counts (Peebles 1980, de Lapparent, Geller
& Huchra 1991, Gaztañaga 1992) and, more formally so, in the full hierarchy of M-point
correlation functions ξM , except for the lowest orders their measurement has proven to be
practically unfeasible (Peebles 1980, Szapudi & Szalay 1998, Martı́nez & Saar 2002). Nor
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do these higher-order correlation functions readily translate into a characterization of iden-
tifiable features in the cosmic web. Many other attempts to describe and identify web-like
features have been of a mainly heuristic nature. In particular the detection of elongated fil-
amentary features has received some attention. The connectedness of elongated supercluster
structures in the cosmic matter distribution was first probed by means of percolation analysis,
introduced and emphasized by Zel’dovich and coworkers (Zel’dovich 1982), while a related
graph-theoretical construct, the minimum spanning tree of the galaxy distribution, was exten-
sively probed and analysed by Bhavsar and collaborators (Barrow, Bhavsar & Sonoda 1985,
Graham, Clowes & Campusano 1995) in an attempt to develop an objective measure of fila-
mentarity. Another heuristic test for tracing filaments is based on the correlation in the orien-
tation of galaxy position angles (Pimbblet 2005), while Stoica et al. (2005) recently described
a mathematically more rigorous and solid technique for filament finding, the Candy model.
Topological characteristics of the cosmic web have been the subject of a few studies concen-
trating on the shape of the local matter distribution. A few studies determined the statistical
properties of moments of inertia of the matter distribution, (Babul & Starkman 1992, Luo
& Vishniac 1995, Basilakos, Plionis & Rowan-Robinason 2001), concepts which are closely
affiliated to the full characterization of the topology of the matter distribution in terms of four
Minkowski functionals (Mecke, Buchert & Wagner 1994, Schmalzing et al. 1999).

4.1.2.2 Field reconstruction

The strategy we follow is the translation of the full discrete inhomogeneous spatial point dis-
tribution into a continuous density field and/or any of other sampled fields such as the cosmic
velocity field. Instead of characterizing the matter distribution in terms of a few statistical
parameters we seek to define the local density field throughout the sampling volume. The
processed field forms the basis for any further post-processing analysis. This may involve
the determination of statistical measures (see above) but may also involve visualization pro-
cedures or procedures for identifying features such as voids, filaments, clusters and/or dark
haloes.

Ideally, the field reconstruction should retain all available information. Conventional tech-
niques for the purpose of deriving a density field from a discrete set of galaxy or simulation
particle locations almost without exception involve some kind of user-defined filtering of the
discrete data. This may involve a fitting procedure and/or a likelihood-based interpretation of
the data within the context of a preconceived model of the cosmic matter distribution, incor-
porating a set of assumptions on the cosmological model and structure formation scenario. A
particularly succesful and well-defined example is that of Wiener filter-based reconstructions
(see e.g. Rybicki & Press 1992, Erdoğdu et al. 2004, Zaroubi et al. 1995). Even outside the
context of a user-defined (cosmological) model, conventional techniques for the purpose of
deriving a density field from a set of galaxy or simulation particle locations without excep-
tion involve filtering and/or smoothing operations. Nearly always this is based on artificial
smoothing/filtering kernels whose functional form and parameter values need to be specified
by the user. This leads to a degree of arbitrariness and subjectivity which bears strongly on
the derived results and reflects at least to some extent the prejudices of the designer. Due to
their often rigid geometry or characteristic scale many known filtering kernels do tend to erase
substructure on a scale smaller than the filter radius, diminish the flattened or elongated mor-
phology of the spatial patterns, introduce artificial topological features in sparsely sampled
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regions and amplify the contrast of particular patterns or objects. Even while sophisticated
multi-scale wavelet techniques are being recruited towards the analysis of the cosmic web and
do manage to improve the ability to resolve substructure, such methods do nonetheless tend
to tune the result via the definition of the wavelet base (Martı́nez 2006, Jones 2006).

4.1.3 The Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator

In this work we analyze the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE). This method is
based on a basic concept from the field of stochastic and computational geometry, the De-
launay tessellation of the point sample (see Okabe et al. 2000 and references therein). This
spatial volume-covering division of space into mutually disjunct triangular (in two dimen-
sions) or tetrahedral (in three dimensions) cells adapts to the local density and geometry of
the point distribution. The DTFE method exploits this virtue and thus adapts automatically
and in an entirely natural fashion to changes in the density and the geometry of the distribution
of sampling points. The Delaunay tetrahedra are used both to obtain optimal local estimates
of the spatial density and as multi-dimensional intervals for linear interpolation of the field
values sampled or estimated at the location of the sampling points (see Okabe et al. 2000).

The DTFE involves an extension of the interpolation procedure described by Bernardeau
& van de Weygaert (1996), who used Delaunay tessellations for the specific purpose of esti-
mating the cosmic velocity divergence field, and showed the method’s superior performance
with respect to conventional interpolation procedures. They also proved that the obtained
field estimates involved those of the proper volume-weighted quantities, instead of the usu-
ally implicit mass-weighted quantities, which corrected a few fundamental biases in estimates
of higher-order velocity field moments. Subsequently, the DTFE procedure was developed
by for the general purpose of rendering fully volume-covering and volume-weighted fields
from a discrete set of sampled field values, including the density field as defined by the point
sampling itself (see the previous chapters of this thesis). Instead of involving user-defined
filters which are based on artificial smoothing kernels the resulting main virtue of the DTFE
is that it is intrinsically self-adaptive. In essence it involves filtering kernels which are de-
fined by the local density and geometry of the point process or object distribution. On the
basis of its interpolation characteristics the DTFE is the first-order version of a wider class of
tessellation-based multi-dimensional and entirely local interpolation procedures, commonly
known as natural neighbour interpolation (Watson 1992, Sambridge, Braun & McQueen 1996,
Sukumar 1998, Okabe 2000).

An essential step of the DTFE procedure concerns the determination of field values at the
sampling points. Assuming that these are sampled proportionally to an underlying density
field, the Delaunay tessellation is used to define optimal density estimates. Tessellation-based
methods for estimating the density have been introduced by Brown et al. (1965) and Ord
(1978). In astronomy Ebeling & Wiedenmann (1993) were the first to use tessellation-based
density estimators for the specific purpose of devising source detection algorithms. This work
has recently been applied to cluster detection algorithms by Ramella et al. (2001), Kim et
al. (2002) and Marinoni et al. (2002). Along the same lines, Ascasibar & Binney (2005)
suggested that the use of a multi-dimensional binary tree might offer a computationally more
efficient alternative. However, these studies have been restricted to raw estimates of the local
sampling density at the position of the sampling points and have not yet included the more
elaborate interpolation machinery of the DTFE and natural neighbour interpolation methods.
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The DTFE is described in detail in the previous chapters of this thesis, while a short
description is presented in appendix 4.A.3.

4.1.4 The DTFE and cosmic patterns

A proper and profound understanding and quantification of the cosmic web is not possible
without tools which are capable of tracing hierarchically structured and anisotropic spatial
patterns in an entirely objective fashion. The various aspects characterizing the complex
and non-trivial spatial structure of the cosmic web have proven to be notoriously difficult
to quantify and describe. For the analysis of web-like patterns the toolbox of descriptive
measures is still largely ad-hoc and is usually biased towards preconceived notions of their
morphology and scale. None of the conventional, nor even specifically designed measures
of the spatial matter distribution have succeeded in describing all relevant features of the
cosmic web. Even while they may succeed in quantifying one particular key aspect, it usually
excludes the ability to do so for other characteristics. The DTFE, on the other hand, is able to
follow and accurately describe the patterns in the matter distribution in an entirely natural and
automatic fashion. Its ability to reproduce at least three key characteristics of the web-like
cosmic matter distribution makes it a potentially highly promising tool for studies of the large
scale matter distribution.

While DTFE reconstructed (density) fields are optimal in the sense of defining a contin-
uous and unbiased representation of the data while retaining all information available in the
point sample, the method finds its fulfilment and purpose in forming the basis for a variety
of analysis and processing tools seeking to describe and dissect the spatial (sub)structure and
geometry of the cosmic matter distribution. A potentially interesting application would be its
implementation in the SURFGEN machinery, which seeks to provide locally defined topolog-
ical measures, cq. local Minkowski functionals, of the density field (Sahni, Sathyaprakash &
Shandarin 1998, Shandarin, Sheth & Sahni 2004). A recent sophisticated technique for trac-
ing the cosmic web is the skeleton formalism developed by Novikov, Colombi & Doré (2006),
based on the framework of Morse theory (Colombi, Pogosyan & Souradeep 2000). The skele-
ton formalism seeks to identify filaments in the web by identifying ridges along which the
gradient of the density field is extremal along its iso-contours (see also Sousbie et al. 2006).
Such an analysis may profit form the unbiased web-like density fields defined by the DTFE.
In fact, two major extensions of the DTFE already set out to the identification of key aspects
of the cosmic web. The watershed algorithm of Platen & van de Weygaert (2006) is a void
detection algorithm set to outline the hierarchical nature of the cosmic void population. The
detection of web-like anisotropic patterns over a range of spatial scales, such as we may ex-
pect for a hierarchical matter distribution, is the purpose of the multiscale morphology filter
(MMF), introduced by Aragón-Calvo et al. (2006).

In the meantime the DTFE has been applied in a number of studies of cosmic structure
formation. These studies do indeed suggest a major improvement over the more conventional
analysis tools. Evidently, even though density/intensity field analysis is one of the primary
objectives of the DTFE formalism, one of its important features is its ability to extend its De-
launay tessellation-based spatial interpolation to any corresponding spatially sampled physi-
cal quantity. The most directly related example is that of the analysis of the cosmic velocity
field, intimately coupled to that of the corresponding density field (Bernardeau & van de Wey-
gaert 1996, Schaap & van de Weygaert 2003, Romano-Dı́az 2004, Chapter 6 of this thesis).
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Extrapolating this observation, and encouraged by the success of Voronoi-based methods in
identifying dark haloes in N-body simulations (Neyrinck, Hamilton & Gnedin 2005), Arad,
Dekel & Klypin (2004) used the DTFE to assess the six-dimensional phase-space density dis-
tribution of dark haloes in cosmological N-body simulations. While a fully six-dimensional
analysis may be computationally cumbersome (Ascasibar & Binney 2005), the splitting of
the problem into separate spatial and velocity-space three-dimensional tessellations may in-
deed hold promise for an innovative analysis of the dynamical evolution of dark haloes. The
ability of the DTFE to trace sharp density contrasts impelled Bradac et al. (2004) to com-
pute the surface density map for galaxies from the projection of the DTFE reconstructed
three-dimensional density field. Bradac et al. (2004) used the obtained surface density map
to compute the gravitational lensing pattern around the object, upon which Li et al. (2006)
evaluated the method in its ability to trace higher-order singularities.

4.1.5 Plan and organization

The scope of the work presented in this chapter is to quantify and test the performance of
the DTFE with respect to its ability to resolve hierarchical density distributions, to identify
substructure and to recover, quantify and analyze anisotropic spatial patterns. For comparison,
we process the same data sets with two other methods: a rigid grid-based method, TSC,
which has no adaptive characteristics in terms of scale nor shape and an SPH-like smoothing
algorithm which does have a kernel which adapts to scale but remains insensitive to shape.

The performance of the DTFE in dissecting hierarchically embedded density structures
is tested on the basis of three different Soneira-Peebles model realizations. The self-similar
scaling of this fractal-like and analytically tractable model forms a very useful template in
that we can test the TSC, SPH and DTFE methods in their ability to recover the underlying
parameters or scaling indices. For testing the ability of the DTFE reconstruction procedure to
trace and recover anisotropic web-like features we invoke a set of Voronoi clustering model
realizations (van de Weygaert 1991). These models use Voronoi tessellations as skeleton of
the point/galaxy distribution. The used model templates are a regular Voronoi wall model, a
Voronoi filament model and a Voronoi cluster model, each defining a point distribution around
the walls, edges or vertices of a Voronoi tessellation.

The chapter is organized as follows. In the first three sections the ability of TSC, SPH
and DTFE to recover hierarchically embedded substructure is assessed. Section 4.2 describes
the set of Soneira-Peebles models which we have in our study. A qualitative discussion of the
density field reconstructions of the Soneira-Peebles model realizations follows in section 4.3.
The quantitative analysis of these reconstructions, in section 4.4, focusses in particular on the
scaling characteristics. Sections 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 focus on the ability of the TSC, SPH and
DTFE procedures to produce density fields which reflect the morphological and topological
characteristics of web-like anisotropic spatial patterns. Section 4.5 introduces the Voronoi
clustering models which we will use as templates for web-like galaxy distributions. After
the presentation of the TSC, SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions and a discussion of
their qualitative aspects in section 4.6, section 4.7 will involve a quantitative shape and mor-
phological analysis of the recovered density field while section 4.8 focusses on one particular
topological aspect, the volume occupation. The final section, sect. 4.9, contains a summary
and discussion of our results and of the implication for the application of the DTFE to more
complex and intricate spatial patterns and point distributions.
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4.2 Substructure and structural hierarchy: the Soneira-Peebles model

One the key properties of the large scale galaxy distribution is the presence of a hierarchy of
embedded substructures with a large dynamic range in terms of densities and spatial scales
(see Fig. 4.1). As a result of the hierarchical progression of structure formation we currently
recognize a large range and variety of different structures in the spatial galaxy distribution.
These are marked by different spatial and mass scales and a wide spectrum of densities. To
analyze, understand and properly interpret such matter distributions, we do need tools that
are able to identify and properly quantify the full range of features and densities which we
encounter in the cosmic matter distribution.

Conventional filters, based on user-defined kernels, are bound to fail in the identification
of substructures smaller than the (local) kernel function. This may be so even while such
condensations are present within the galaxy or particle distribution. Dependent on their sen-
sitivity to the shape of objects they may also bias their selection towards a particular range of
features while discarding others. On the basis of its definition the DTFE is expected to be op-
timally sensitive to any significant local density enhancement as well as any local geometrical
anomaly.

In the following sections we test its corresponding characteristics on the basis of its per-
formance in the case of an analytically clearly defined and fully understood ‘fractal-like’
point distribution, the class of Soneira-Peebles models (Soneira & Peebles 1978). In order
to evaluate the virtues of the DTFE (appendix 4.A.3) we confront its performance with that
of two different representative smoothing-interpolation schemes. The TSC procedure (ap-
pendix 4.A.1) is rigid with respect to its scales sensitivity as well as its shape sensitivity,
while the SPH procedure does involve a strong scale dependence but lacks shape sensitivity
(appendix 4.A.2).

4.2.1 The Soneira-Peebles model

In the late seventies Soneira and Peebles (1977, 1978) noticed that the observed angular
galaxy distribution on the sky displays self-similar behavior. They succeeded in reproduc-
ing the main clustering statistics of this distribution with a simple analytic model with a few
adjustable parameters, which determine the complexity and dynamic range of the resulting
point distribution. Because these properties may be varied in a predictable fashion, we have
used the Soneira-Peebles model to test the performance of the DTFE with respect to point
distributions with a similar dynamic range as the observed galaxy distribution on the sky.

In essence the Soneira-Peebles model consists of a recipe to distribute a given number of
points. The starting point is a level-0 sphere of radius R. In this sphere η level-1 spheres are
placed with radius R/λ and λ > 1. The new spheres are placed at a random position inside
the level-0 circle, such that their centers fall inside the original level-0 sphere. Within each of
these η level-1 spheres, one places η level-2 spheres of radius R/λ2. This process is repeated
until one ends up with in total ηL level-L spheres of radius R/λL. At the center of each of
these level-L spheres a point is placed. One therefore ends up with in total ηL points, which in
the Soneira-Peebles model represent galaxies. We will refer to this procedure up to this point
as the singular Soneira-Peebles model. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

The Soneira-Peebles model is controlled through three parameters, η, L and λ. The effect
of varying these parameters on the resulting point distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. For
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Figure 4.2 — The Soneira-Peebles model. In-
side a level-0 sphere η level-1 circles are placed
with a radius which is smaller by a fixed factor.
This process is repeated until one ends up with
ηL level-L circles. At the center of these level-
L circles ηL points are placed, which form the
resulting Soneira-Peebles point distribution.

a given number of points, η determines the dynamic range of the resulting point distribution.
For a small value of η, many levels are needed to reach a fixed number of points, while a
large value of η results in a smaller number of levels. A small value of η also results in a
smaller filling fraction of space with spheres than a high value of η (top row in Fig. 4.3). L
denotes the total number of levels and therefore determines the range of densities and scales
in the resulting point distribution. For a fixed value of η, L also determines the total number
of points (central row in Fig. 4.3). Finally, for given values of η and L, λ determines the range
of spatial scales. A value of λ close to 1 means that subsequent spheres of higher levels are of
comparable size. Values of λ much larger than one mean that each subsequent level consists
of spheres which are significantly smaller than the spheres in the preceding level (bottom row
in Fig. 4.3).

An important property of the Soneira-Peebles model is that it is one of the few analytic
self-similar models of the galaxy distribution for which the two-point correlation function can
be analytically evaluated. In M dimensions it is given by

ξ(r) ∼ r−γ , (4.1)

with

γ = M −
(

log η
log λ

)
for

R
λL−1 < r < R . (4.2)

The parameters η and λ may be chosen such that the two-point correlation function of the
resulting point distribution matches the two-point correlation function of the observed galaxy
distribution.

From Fig. 4.2 it may be appreciated that the Soneira-Peebles model involves a hierarchy
of structures of varying densities and characteristic scales, with the higher level spheres cor-
responding to high density structures of small scale and the lower level spheres corresponding
to low density structures of larger scale. As each of the spheres is constructed in the same
way, the resulting point distribution is self-similar and forms a bounded fractal. The fractal
geometry of a point set is often characterized by the fractal dimension D, which is defined as

D = lim
r→0

log N(r)
log (1/r)

. (4.3)
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Figure 4.3 — The physical meaning of the three defining parameters η, L and λ of the Soneira-
Peebles model. The upper row shows the effect of varying η, the number of circles which is placed in
each circle. The central row shows the effect of varying L, the total number of levels. The bottom row
shows the effect of varying λ, the ratio of the radius of each circle with the radius of subsequent circles
of one level higher.
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Here N(r) is the number of non-empty cells in a partition of constant cell size r. If the Soneira-
Peebles model would contain an infinite amount of levels, the resulting point distribution
would have fractal dimension D = (log η)/(log λ) (we refer the reader to Martı́nez et al. (1990)
for an extensive description of the fractal-like properties of the Soneira-Peebles model).

The original Soneira-Peebles model, which here we will refer to as the extended Soneira-
Peebles model, consists of the superposition of several singular Soneira-Peebles models with
different values for η, λ and L. The ranges of values used for η, λ and L were chosen such that
the resulting point distribution resembled the galaxy distribution in the Lick survey (Seldner et
al. 1977) and simultaneously the observed two- and three-point correlation functions. Subse-
quently, absolute magnitudes were assigned to the points according to a particular luminosity
distribution such that the apparent magnitude distribution of the projected point distribution
resembled that of the projected apparent magnitude distribution of the galaxies in the Lick
survey.

4.2.2 Realizations: singular Soneira-Peebles models

A number of different singular Soneira-Peebles model point distributions in two dimensions
(M = 2) were constructed. As an illustration we describe two particular realizations. Re-
alizations SPS1 is characterized by the parameter set η = 4, λ = 1.9 and L = 8. The total
realization contains 65 536 points. The second set, SPS2, is specified by the parameters η = 2,
λ = 1.75 and L = 14, yielding a distribution of in total 16 384 points. In both realizations the
points have been placed in a box with periodic boundary conditions. The radius of the initial
circle, in units of boxsize, is R = 0.5. In Table 4.1 we have listed some relevant quantities of
these two realizations.

Table 4.1 — Overview of a number of relevant properties of the η = 2 and η = 4 singular Soneira-
Peebles model realizations. RL denotes the radius of the level-L circles. The filling factor is the fraction
of space occupied by the level-L circles. 〈d〉 denotes the mean distance between nearest neighbors. The
peak density is defined as the inverse of the area of the level-L circles.

realization SPS1 realization SPS2
η 4 2
λ 1.90 1.75
L 8 14

#points 65 536 16 384
RL 2.9 · 10−3 2.0 · 10−4

filling factor 0.41 1.6 · 10−3

〈d〉 1.2 · 10−3 2.5 · 10−4

peak density 3.7 · 105 8.1 · 107

fractal dimension D 2.2 1.2

The resulting point distributions are shown in the top left-hand frames of Fig. 4.4 and
4.5. The subsequent frames in the top row zoom in on a particular smaller scale structure
in the point distribution. The figures clearly show the differences between the realizations
SPS1 and SPS2. The two models have a very different visual appearance. This can be mainly
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TSC

DTFE

SPH

η=4

Figure 4.4 — Singular Soneira-Peebles model with with η = 4, λ = 1.9 and L = 8. Top row: full
point distribution (left-hand frame) and zoom-ins focusing on a particular structure (central and right-
hand frames). Rows 2 to 4: corresponding density field reconstructions produced using the TSC, SPH
and DTFE methods.
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TSC

DTFE

SPH

η=2

Figure 4.5 — Singular Soneira-Peebles model with η = 2, λ = 1.75 and L = 14. Top row: full point
distribution (left-hand frame) and zoom-ins focusing on a particular structure (central and right-hand
frames). Rows 2 to 4: corresponding density field reconstructions produced using the TSC, SPH and
DTFE methods.
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understood in terms of their different filling factors, the fraction of space occupied by the
highest level circles. For the SPS1 η = 4 model this is more than two orders of magnitude
larger than that of the SPS2 η = 2 model (see Table 4.1).

The two realizations also have a very different fractal dimension, D = 2.2 for the SPS1
η = 4 model and D = 1.2 for the SPS2 η = 2 model. It is indicative of the more extreme fractal
distribution represented by the latter. Even though this distribution contains only a fourth of
the number of points in the η = 4 SPS1 realization (see Table 4.1) it contains structures of a
much larger dynamic range, both in density and in size, than the SPS1 model. The highest
level circle has radius RL = 2.0 · 10−4, resulting in a peak density (defined as the inverse area
of this circle) of 8.1 · 107 points per volume unit, more than two orders of magnitude larger
than in the η = 4 model. As an example of this in the third column we zoom in on a patch
in the SPS2 η = 2 model with many more points than the equivalent region in the SPS η = 4
model (1024 vs. 297). It is a result of the clustering of points in such a way that prominent
structures and features can be discerned over a larger range of scales and levels. The contrast
in the spatial point distribution of the SPS1 η = 4 realization is clearly of a considerably lower
level. On the other hand, the spatial distribution of the latter is characterized by a larger range
in scale from level to level due to the higher value of λ.

4.2.3 Realizations: extended Soneira-Peebles models

In the extended Soneira-Peebles model several singular Soneira-Peebles model point distribu-
tions are superposed on top of each other. Soneira and Peebles (1977, 1978) have shown that
for certain choices of the parameters η, λ and L for the composing singular Soneira-Peebles
models both the angular galaxy distribution as observed in the Lick survey and the observed
angular two- and three-point correlation functions may be reproduced.

Superposing various different singular Soneira-Peebles realizations, each with a different
self-similar behavior and dynamic range, produces a highly complex spatial point distribution
containing structures and features over a large range of scales and with highly varying densi-
ties. We have constructed a point distribution SPE1 following this recipe. We have added 30
singular Soneira-Peebles realizations with η = 2 and λ = 1.75 and with L varying between
7 and 16. The resulting point distribution consists of 111 936 points and is shown in the top
left-hand frame of Fig. 4.6.

4.3 Soneira Peebles model: density field reconstructions

We have reconstructed the density fields which correspond to the η = 4 and η = 2 singular
Soneira Peebles model point distributions shown in the top column of Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, as
well as to the extended Soneira-Peebles model point distribution shown in the top column of
Fig. 4.6 by means of a fixed, grid-based TSC reconstruction procedure, an adaptive SPH-like
reconstruction prescription and the DTFE procedure. Greyscale images of the corresponding
density field reconstructions are also shown in Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6: the 2nd column depicts
the TSC density field reconstruction, the 3rd column the SPH density field reconstruction and
the 4th column the DTFE field reconstruction. In each case the left-hand column corresponds
to the density distribution in the full box, while the next two columns depict the density field in
successive zoom-ins. These have been selected according to whether they contain interesting
features.
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TSC

DTFE

SPH

Figure 4.6 — Extended Soneira-Peebles model. Top row: full point distribution (left-hand frame)
and zoom-ins focusing on a feature with interesting substructure (central and right-hand frame). Rows
2 to 4: corresponding density field reconstructions produced using the TSC, SPH and DTFE methods.
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4.3.1 The η = 4 singular model

First consider the less extreme case of the η = 4 SPS1 model, shown in Fig. 4.4. The highest
level circle has radius RL = 2.9 · 10−3, resulting in a peak density (defined as the inverse
area of this circle) of 3.7 · 105 points per volume unit, more than two orders of magnitude
lower than in the η = 2 SPS2 model. When inspecting the complete box (left-hand column)
the reconstructions of the different methods appear to be qualitatively similar. The TSC re-
construction seems somewhat more blurry than the SPH and DTFE reconstructions: the TSC
density field shows less contrast between low and high density structures. Also, structures ap-
pear to be somewhat more extended. On this scale the difference between the SPH and DTFE
reconstructions is very small. The only noticeable difference is that the DTFE reconstruction
have a somewhat crispier.appearance.

The differences between the various methods become more apparent when zooming in on
particular patches in the density field reconstructions, as can be clearly appreciated from the
central and right-hand columns of Fig. 4.4. Going from TSC to SPH to DTFE structures are
better resolved and are characterized by a higher contrast. Structures in the TSC density field
reconstructions are more blurry than their counterparts in the SPH reconstructions, while the
latter again are somewhat blurrier than the corresponding features in the DTFE reconstruc-
tions.

These differences in visual appearance can be directly related to the effective smoothing
kernels corresponding to the reconstruction methods (see Chapter 3). The TSC procedure is
based on the use of a fixed and rigid grid. The method is therefore unable to trace local varia-
tions in the number density of the point distribution on scales smaller than the grid scale. This
means that structures smaller than the size of a grid cell are unresolved and smeared out over
the extent of at least one grid cell. The SPH kernel adjusts itself to variations in the sampling
density, with a kernel size defined such that it always constains a certain amount of sample
points. This number is usually in the range of a few dozen points. However, the SPH kernel
is less sensitive to the configuration of the local point distribution than the DTFE kernel. Its
shape is user-defined and fixed, in most cases spherical, and does not adjust to the local point
distribution. As a result the SPH kernel perform less than optimal when it encounters typi-
cal anisotropic features or sharp transition regions between distinct morphological features.
The effective DTFE kernel not only adjusts itself to the local number density of sample points,
with on average the least number of neighbour points, but also to the local variations in the ge-
ometry of the point distributions: it manages to trace elongated filamentary features, flattened
features, large low density regions or extremely compact high density features automatically
and without the need to specify a priori their shape.

In all reconstructions some artefacts related to the characteristic geometry of the effective
smoothing kernels are visible. In the case of the TSC procedure the rigid geometry of the
TSC grid produces maxima which lie at the centers of grid cells. The SPH kernel, on the
other hand, produces artefacts at the transition regions between different structures as it tends
to preferentially sample from only one of the surrounding structures, usually the densest one,
and subsequently interpolates according to the user-defined kernel shape instead of one de-
fined by the local geometry. As a result it produces artificial wings which fall off smoothly
towards the background, rendering a correction for the artificial wings very difficult. Also the
DTFE reconstructions contain artificial wings at the outskirts of structures. These wings have
a distinct triangular shape. They are particularly prominent at sites where the density drops
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very quickly to (almost) zero, yielding Delaunay triangles which suddenly become very ex-
tended. While these artificial wings are usually much more extended than the ones in the SPH
reconstructions, be it that the corresponding density levels have a much lower amplitude than
the SPH reconstructions. It is therefore much easier for the DTFE to separate the wings from
genuine structures.

4.3.2 The η = 2 singular model

Fig. 4.5 presents the resulting density reconstructions for the more extreme point distribution
of the η = 2 singular Soneira-Peebles model SPS2. The reconstructions all clearly reveal
the density and size characteristics of the η = 2 SPS2 model. The differences between the
different reconstructions are more pronounced than in the case of the η = 4 SPS1 reconstruc-
tions. Evidently, the TSC method is incapable of reproducing the small scale structures in the
density field. This is particularly evident from the right-hand panel of Fig. 4.5. This finest
zoom-in onto the η = 2 conglomerate contains a large number of points distributed over a
range of substructures. TSC produces three featureless clouds over which the corresponding
sampling points have been distributed. The three clouds occupy a much larger area than that
of the original point clouds. More interesting are the differences between the SPH and DTFE
reconstructions. Their typical artefacts are clearly visible in the depicted frames in the second
and third row of Fig. 4.5. In the SPH reconstruction groups in the point distribution smear out
gently into their surroundings, clearly showing the imprint of the (artificial) spherical filter.
The DTFE reconstruction, on the other hand, can be seen to connect distinct groups of points
with artificial low-level wings. This is a result of its inability to deal with regions of zero den-
sity. Of particular relevance is the comparison between the SPH and DTFE reconstructions
in the finest zoom-ins (right-hand column). The DTFE reconstruction is considerably more
successful in reproducing the substructure present in the point distribution. Unlike the SPH
reconstruction it manages to detect the small sub-clumps in the point distribution.

4.3.3 The extended Soneira-Peebles model

A visual comparison of the different reconstructed density fields shown in Fig. 4.6 provides
the same impressions as that obtained from the figures of singular Soneira-Peebles models in
figs 4.4 and 4.5. A major difference is that the extended Soneira Peebles model has a much
more pronounced appearance than the singular Soneira Peebles models. This holds true for
all three methods, the TSC, SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions.

While the SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions on the scale of the complete box
(left-hand column), do appear to be relatively small we can already discern the more blurry
nature of the TSC reconstruction. This impression is confirmed as we zoom in on the patch
in the left-hand corner (central column of panels). The TSC procedure is unable to accurately
describe the point distribution at scales smaller than the grid size. The rich and complex
structures present in the point distribution on this scale have been smeared out into featureless
blobs. The differences between the SPH and the DTFE reconstruction also start to become
apparent. In the DTFE reconstruction the artificial low-level wings connecting the different
structures begin to show up, while in the SPH reconstructions the smooth and broad wings
at the outside of structures start to become visible. In the finest zoom (right-hand panels)
the differences between the reconstruction methods start to dominate the appearance of the
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images. The SPH method smears out the point distribution into circular blobs with no internal
distribution. The larger features get smeared out into their surrounding environment as is most
apparent through the artificial wings which smoothly fall off into the background. The DTFE
method does manage to recover all structures visible in the point distribution. At this level,
however, also the artificial low density wings become quite prominent and form clearly visible
bridges between the main structures.

Although a visual comparison between the different reconstructions shows that there are
strong differences between the reconstruction procedures, it is not obvious which reconstruc-
tion is the best representation of the Soneira-Peebles point distribution. What is clear that TSC
does not provide a good representation as it fails to resolve small-scale structures. The differ-
ences between SPH and DTFE are more subtle and a more quantitative measure is needed to
assess the performance of the different reconstruction procedures.

4.4 Soneira-Peebles model reconstructions: quantitative analysis
In addition to a visual inspection of the density field reconstructions produced by the different
reconstruction procedures, a proper systematic and quantitative study is crucial. By means of
a quantitative analysis of some statistical characteristics of the Soneira-Peebels model recon-
structions we assess which reconstruction method results in density fields whose properties
are closest to those of the original point distribution.

The first quantitative analysis of the obtained density field reconstructions concerns the
density frequency distribution, ie. the one-point distribution function, the PDF. The fractality
of the singular Soneira-Peebles models finds its expression in power-law PDFs which have
a very characteristic scaling behaviour. On the basis of the parameters of the models we
can predict the slope of the power-law PDF, or the scaling of the (higher order) correlation
functions, which forms a magnificent test for the viability and quality of the density field
reconstructions of the various methods.

The extended Soneira-Peebles model, on the other hand, is not strictly self-similar and in
general analytical predictions of the PDF are not available. The quality of the reconstructions
of the extended Soneira-Peebles models are therefore investigated in a different fashion, by
means of a two-dimensional Kolmogorov test of the reconstruction in five different areas of the
point distribution. In addition, we compare the autocorrelation function of the reconstructed
density fields with that of the pure two-point correlation function of the point distribution.

4.4.1 Singular models: one-point density distribution function

The one-point distribution function of the density field (PDF=probability distribution func-
tion) is the most direct and simple statistic of a density field. The PDF is the simple uncondi-
tional distribution function for the value of the density field ρ, defined as

PDF(ρ) =
d

dρ

∫
S dx ρ′(x)
∫

dx ρ′(x)
, (4.4)

where S denotes the region of space for which ρ′ < ρ.
An essential property of the Soneira-Peebles model is its self-similarity. Concretely this

means that if a circle of a certain level m is scaled to the size of a lower level n and therefore
larger circle the resulting point distribution inside the magnified circle should have the same
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(a) After scaling a higher level circle (small
shaded circle on the left) to the size of a lower
level circle (large circle with bricks), the prop-
erties of the resulting point distribution inside
the magnified circle (large shaded circle on
the right) should be statistically equal to those
of the point distribution inside the lower level
circle (large circle with bricks).
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(b) Calculation of the slope of the power-law
region of the PDF of a Soneira-Peebles den-
sity field. The lower curve denotes the contri-
bution PDF′ to the PDF of a circle of a given
level by a circle of one level higher.

Figure 4.7 — The self-similar scaling characteristics of singular Soneira-Peebles models.

statistical properties as the point distribution inside an n-level circle (see Fig. 4.7). For a
reconstruction procedure to be appropriate we will require that the same property holds for
reconstructed density fields.

Mathematically, the condition of self-similarity implies that the PDF corresponding to a
density field ρ(x) inside an n-level circle of radius R/λn should be equal to the PDF inside
the reference circle of radius R, after the density field in the n-level circle has been scaled
according to

ρ(x) → ρn(x) = ρ(x)/λMn , (4.5)

in which M is the dimension of space. The self-similarity of the resulting PDFs finds its
expression in a power-law behaviour of the PDFs. The slope α of the PDF can be found by
derived as follows.

Consider the PDF at the high density values. High density regions correspond to areas of
high-level circles. Since there are ηn n-level circles, each n-level circle contributes a factor
PDF(ρ)/ηn to the PDF at density ρ (see Fig. 4.7). If this circle would be scaled to the size
of a lower-level circle, self-similarity would imply that the resulting PDF is equal to the PDF
of the lower-level circle. This scaling results in a density which has decreased by a factor
λMn, with M the dimension of space. Also, we have to scale the PDF with a factor λMn to
correct for the increase in area. Yet another multiplication factor of λMn has to be included to
properly normalize the PDF (per density unit). In total this results in an increase by a factor
λ2Mn.
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We then find, as may be followed from Fig. 4.7, that the slope α is given by

α =
log PDF(ρ1) − log PDF(ρ0)

log ρ1 − log ρ0
=

log(λ2Mn/ηn)
log(1/λMn)

=
D
M
− 2 , (4.6)

in which D is the fractal dimension of the singular Soneira-Peebles mode. In turn, the value of
the fractal dimension D of the Soneira-Peebles model is fully determined by the parameters
that specify the model, η, L and λ.

We have calculated the PDF of the scaled density field inside higher level circles and
compared it with the PDF of the density field inside the 0-level circle, the reference circle. At
each level the density field was computed at a regular two-dimensional grid, within a circle
of the appropriate size. Subsequently, the obtained values were scaled by applying Eqn. 4.5,
followed by Eqn. 4.4. In order to ascertain independence of the adopted gridsize, we followed
an iterative procedure in which we repeated the computation of the PDF until the results did
not change anymore as the resolution got increased even further.

The PDF at a particular resolution level was obtained by averaging the PDFs determined
within the various individual circles at that level. A slight complication occurs when circles
of a particular level are overlapping or when circles partly lie outside their parent circle (ie.
the containing circle one level higher). In such cases self-similarity breaks down. We have
therefore restricted the Soneira-Peebles construction process to circles which do not overlap
and which are completely located inside their parent circle.

4.4.2 Singular models: PDFs

The resulting average PDFs are plotted in Fig. 4.8 for the η = 4 and 4.9 for the η = 2 model.
For the η = 4 model we have adopted λ = 3, which makes it less cumbersome to construct
a non-overlapping distribution. The top left, top right and bottom left frames in Fig. 4.8
and Fig. 4.9 show the scaled density field PDFs for the TSC, SPH and DTFE density field
reconstructions. In the lower right-hand frames we have plotted the ratio between the scaled
PDFs of the DTFE and SPH density field reconstructions. In the three PDF frames the solid
black lines depict the scaled density field PDF for a range of levels. Whether it concerns the
TSC, the SPH or the DTFE PDFs, Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show significant systematic differences
in the scaled PDFs at the different levels. The PDF reaching out to the highest densities
corresponds to the density field at the ‘root’ level (0-level). While all level PDFs are of
comparable amplitude at low densities, there are marked differences at the high density tail.
All level PDFs have a more or less steep drop towards zero at high densities, be it that the
corresponding density maximum is smaller as the level increases: the range of density values
shrinks as the level of the circles increases. This can be understood from the fact that the self-
similarity of our point distributions is limited by the finite number of points in the realizations.
The various level PDFs can only be expected to be equivalent for perfectly self-similar point
distributions. The finite number of points implies model representations with a finite range of
densities and spatial scales. Upon scaling the densities at a particular level this translates into
a decreasing maximum density as the level is higher.

Even though the PDFs are not exactly self-similar it is still very instructive to compare
the PDFs corresponding to the density fields as reconstructed by the different methods. Even
taking into account the limited range of self-similarity, comparison between the TSC, SPH
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and DTFE PDFs for both the η = 2 and η = 4 realizations does produce two important
observations.

4.4.2.1 Self-similarity and scaling range: comparison

The first observation is that the root level TSC PDF drops to zero at much lower densities
than the root level SPH and DTFE PDFs, with the root level DTFE PDF extending out to an
order of magnitude higher density than the SPH PDF. This is a reflection of the considerably
larger spatial extent of the TSC kernel. It results in structures which are smeared out over
larger areas and which have significantly lower densities. Also the SPH smoothing kernel is
(somewhat) larger than the effective DTFE smoothing level. This holds equally true for each
of the levels present in the model realizations. Evidently, reflected by the superior range of
the DTFE PDFs, the DTFE is the method that manages to cover the largest dynamic range in
density values.

The second difference is related to the self-similar behavior of each of the model recon-
struction PDFs. Even though none of the three methods produces scaled PDFs which are
exactly equal at all levels there are substantial differences in the way they deviate from self-
similarity. The PDFs of the TSC reconstructions do not match at any density range. Even
while taking into account the generic behaviour of higher level PDFs falling to zero at lower
densities than the lower level PDFs, we find that for both the η = 2 and η = 4 realizations
the midrange shoulders of the scaled PDFs are larger as the level is higher. This is also a
reflection of the TSC kernel’s properties: compact structures of high density are smeared out
over large areas of lower density. The scaling of the density fields in higher level circles to
lower density values (Eqn. 4.5) projects these values to even lower densities, producing the
shoulders visible in Fig. 4.8. To a lesser degree the same phenomenon is visible in the SPH
reconstructions, mainly visible in the case of the highest level circles. The proper scaling at
most levels, however, is a reflection of the fact that the SPH smoothing kernel adjusts its scale
to the local density of the point distribution. The shoulders in the SPH PDFs for the highest
level circles is a result of the remaining smoothing of the SPH kernel (visible in the range of
0 < ρ < 5 for η = 2 and 0 < ρ < 100 for η = 4). Most telling is the finding that for the DTFE
PDFs there are no shoulders visible! Thus, of the three methods, the DTFE is the one method
which manages to recover the presence of self-similar scaling behaviour in its density field
reconstruction.

4.4.2.2 DTFE versus SPH

While the rigidity and inflexibility of the TSC grid reconstructions make them evidently infe-
rior to the adaptive SPH and DTFE methods, an evaluation of the two latter methods should
be based on a somewhat more subtle assessment. The differences between the SPH and DTFE
PDFs are elevated by assessing their ratio, depicted in the lower right-hand frame of Fig. 4.8
and Fig. 4.9.

For the lowest density bin (ρ = 0.1) the SPH PDF has a much larger value than that of the
DTFE PDF, for both the η = 2 and η = 4 realizations. It is a consequence of the considerably
more rapid exponential fall-off of the SPH kernel compared to the linear fall-off of the DTFE
kernel. Reversely, at the highest density values we see that the ratio of DTFE to SPH tends
towards infinity as the SPH PDFs fall off to zero much more quickly than the DTFE PDF: in
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Figure 4.8 — Average PDFs of the density field in circles of different level (see text for a description)
for the different reconstruction methods. In the bottom right-hand frame the ratio of the SPH and DTFE
PDF is plotted. Model with η = 4, λ = 3 and L = 8.
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Figure 4.9 — Average PDFs of the density field in circles of different level (see text for a description)
for the different reconstruction methods. In the bottom right-hand frame the ratio of the SPH and DTFE
PDF is plotted. Model with η = 2, λ = 1.75 and L = 14.
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Figure 4.10 — Scaled PDFs of Soneira-Peebles density field reconstructions. Each frame corre-
sponds to a Soneira-Peebles realization of a different fractal dimension, denoted in the upper right-hand
corner. In each frame the TSC, SPH and DTFE reconstructed PDFs are shown.

the DTFE field one finds sufficient locations of very high density while they are absent in the
SPH field. Meanwhile in the medium range of densities, we find the DTFE PDF to be higher
than the SPH PDF, with a ratio smoothly falling of as a function of density until it attains a
value lower than unity. Note that the extent of the medium range and the density value at
which the DTFE/SPH ratio diverges towards infinity is a function of the level at which the
density field has been determined.

On the basis of this ratio evaluation we see that the DTFE is able to resolve structures at a
finer resolution and over a larger density range. By contrast, on average SPH smears out the
finest structures over a larger area, resulting in more moderate density values.

4.4.2.3 PDF power-law scaling

As we have seen above the density field reconstructions of all three methods have a range over
which the PDF has a power-law behaviour. The root level PDFs have the most extended range
over which they attain a power-law character, with apparently only the DTFE reconstructions
mapping each level in a fully self-similar fashion onto the basic 0-level PDF. The value of the
PDF slope α can be deduced from the self-similar properties of the singular Soneira-Peebles
model (see Eqn. 4.6). Fig. 4.10 reveals that the value of the slope of the power-law PDFs are
not the same for the different reconstruction procedures.

We have measured the PDFs corresponding to three different Soneira-Peebles realizations,
each with a different fractal dimension. For each of the three models we show the resulting
PDFs for the TSC, SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions in Fig. 4.10. Going from
left to right, the frames in this figure correspond to Soneira-Peebles realizations with fractal
dimensions of D = 0.63, D = 0.85 and D = 1.23.

In determining the scaled PDFs in the log-log diagrams of Fig. 4.10 we have not corrected
the density field inside the scaled circle for the smaller amount of points with respect to a 0-
level circle. The reason is that a scaled circle does not represent a homogeneous sampling
of the density field inside the 0-level circle at a lower sampling density. On the contrary, the
sampling density is the same, with the exception of the high density cores which are sampled
by a smaller amount of points. These high density regions have been removed from the scaled
circle (clearly illustrated by Fig. 4.8).

In order to compute the various power-law slopes α simple straight lines have been fitted
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Table 4.2 — Slopes of the power-law region of the PDF of a Soneira-Peebles density field as recon-
structed by the TSC, SPH and DTFE procedures. The theoretical value (Eqn. 4.6) is also listed. Values
are listed for three different Soneira-Peebles realizations, each with a different fractal dimension D.

D α(theory) α(TSC) α(SPH) α(DTFE)
0.63 −1.69 −0.81 −1.32 −1.70
0.86 −1.57 −0.82 −1.24 −1.60
1.23 −1.39 −0.79 −1.13 −1.38

to the log-log diagrams of the power-law sections of the derived PDFs. These straight lines
have also been inserted in Fig. 4.10. The derived values α are listed in Table 4.2, along
with the expected theoretical value for the three different Soneira-Peebles models (Eqn. 4.6).
If anything, table 4.2 forms an surprisingly strong testimony of the success of the DTFE
reconstructions to probe the full hierarchical substructure of a model! While the TSC and SPH
reconstruction procedures fail to reproduce the correct expected slope, for all three models the
DTFE slopes are fully consistent with the theoretically expected values. The minor differences
between the DTFE and theoretical slope are mere statistical noise, to be ascribed to the finite
number of points and the errors in the (linear) DTFE reconstruction (see Chapter 8).

4.4.2.4 Singular model PDFs: summary

Amongst the three density field reconstruction methods – TSC, SPH and DTFE – the DTFE
method has been shown to be by far the most succesful in reproducing not only the qualitative
impression of the density field structure but also the quantitative characteristics of the one-
point density field distribution function. The DTFE method is superior in

- the dynamic range of (scaled) density field reconstructions;

- its ability to uncover the self-similar scaling in a density field;

- recovering the power-law PDF of a reconstructed density field, including the theoret-
ically expected quantitative values of a characteristic parameter like the slope of the
power-law.

With the singular Soneira-Peebles model as test template, the failure of the TSC and SPH
reconstructions and the success of the DTFE to accurately recover the self-similar properties
of the corresponding point distributions is a strong argument for using a tessellation-based
method like the DTFE for properly assessing hierarchical cosmological mass distributions.

4.4.3 Extended models: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests

Straightforward self-similar power-law scaling as observed for the singular Soneira-Peebles
models does not exist for the extended Soneira-Peebles models. It renders the differences
between particularly the SPH and DTFE reconstructions more subtle. To assess the resulting
reconstructions we first study the corresponding one-point distribution functions. In the next
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Figure 4.11 — The five regions to which
we have applied a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. The complete box corresponds to
the finest zoom-in of the extended Soneira-
Peebles model shown in the top right-hand
frame of Fig. 4.6.

subsection this is followed by a study of the second-order moment of the density field, ie. of
the two-point correlation function.

Because we cannot test for power-law scaling and compare with a theoretically inferred
value of power-law slope of the PDF, we choose to follow an alternative quantitative statis-
tical test for assessing the quality of the density field reconstructions. The two-dimensional
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests (Peacock 1983, Fasano & Franceschini 1987, see also Press
et al. 1992) allow us to qualitatively assess the quality of the different reconstructions by com-
paring the statistics for the density field reconstructions with the same statistics computed
directly from the Soneira-Peebles point distribution.

In the two-dimensional K-S test the integrated probability around each data point (xi, yi) is
calculated for each of four quadrants around this point. The same is done for the reconstructed
density field ρ̂(x). The two-dimensional K-S statistic D is then taken to be the maximum
difference (ranging both over data points and quadrants) of these two integrated probabilities.
Fasano & Franceschini (1987) have derived the probability that D is larger than observed for
a binomial random point process of N points distributed over an intensity field λ(x) = ρ̂(x).
Fasano & Franceschini (1987) demonstrated that their equations for the K-S probability give
accurate results only for probabilities smaller than around 0.20. For larger probabilities the
precise values may differ from the calculated values.

Using the results of Fasano & Franceschini we have calculated the K-S probability for the
extended Soneira-Peebles point distribution shown in Fig. 4.6 and the corresponding recon-
structed fields. We measured the K-S probability in 5 selected regions, indicated in Fig. 4.11.
The reason for this is twofold. One is that the substructures reach down to very small scales,
imposing practical difficulties in computing the integrated probabilities for the reconstructed
fields. In addition, we are particularly interested in how well individual small-scale substruc-
tures are reconstructed. These regions all lie within the finest zoom-in shown in Fig. 4.6, i.e.
within the region shown its top right-hand frame.

The resulting K-S probabilities for the 5 regions are listed in Table 4.3. We may conclude
that for SPH and DTFE the data and models are not significantly different and thus represent
reasonable reconstructions. Only the TSC reconstructions of the 5 regions differ significantly
from the point distribution. It is interesting to note that the calculated K-S probability is al-
ways larger for the DTFE reconstruction than for the SPH reconstruction. It indicates that the
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Table 4.3 — Two-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Listed is the probability that the two-
dimensional K-S statistic is larger than measured in the TSC, SPH and DTFE reconstructions for 5
selected regions in the extended Soneira-Peebles model realization (see Fig. 4.11).

region # points TSC SPH DTFE
1 16 2.8 · 10−3 0.43 0.50
2 32 3.5 · 10−3 0.46 0.60
3 94 1.7 · 10−8 0.73 0.97
4 32 3.2 · 10−4 0.82 0.86
5 225 1.8 · 10−6 1.0 1.0

DTFE reconstruction is in better agreement with the point distribution than the SPH recon-
struction.

For both the SPH and DTFE reconstructions the K-S probability is larger for regions
containing a larger number of points. This indicates that both reconstruction methods perform
better on larger scales. This is not the case for the TSC method for which the probability is
smallest for regions 3 and 5, the ones containing most points. This is a result of the rigid
spatial resolution scale of the TSC method, centering around an optimal scale, in the order of
the size of one gridcell. TSC cannot resolve structures smaller than this scale.

Nonetheless, while the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test offers a reliable statistical measure of
how well a certain reconstructed field describes a given point distribution, its outcome is a sin-
gle number which does not provide physical information on how and where the reconstructed
field deviates from the point distribution.

4.4.4 Extended models: two-point correlation function

To obtain information on the performance of the field reconstructions as a function of scale
we have studied the second-order autocorrelation function of the (continuous) reconstructed
density fields.

4.4.4.1 Field autocorrelations and point correlations

The continuous field second-order autocorrelation function is defined by

ξ(r) = 〈δ(x) δ(x + r)〉 , (4.7)

in which δ(x) is the density excess or deficit with respect to the mean density ρb of the field,

δ(x) =
ρ(x) − ρb

ρb
. (4.8)

The field autocorrelation function is the first order characteristic of spatial correlations in a
density field. In practice, it is usually probed on the basis of the galaxy distribution, through
its two-point correlation function ξgg(r). It describes the degree of clustering as a function of
the distance between the sample points (galaxies).

Mathematically, the two-point correlation function ξpp is defined by the excess probability
of finding a neighbour a distance r from a given point. By regarding this as the probability of
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finding a pair with one object in each of the volume elements dV1 and dV2, ξpp(r) is defined
as

dP = n2
0

[
1 + ξpp(r)

]
dV1dV2 . (4.9)

Here n0 is the average number density op points in the sample. The two-point correlation
function is closely affiliated to the autocorrelation function of the continuous field it is sup-
posed to sample, with the two definitions being equivalent when the discrete point process
fairly samples the underlying density field (see Bertschinger 1992). Within the cosmological
context standard lore assumes an isotropic universe, implying that ξ(r) = ξ(r).

4.4.4.2 Significance

In cosmology ξ(r) plays a pivotal role (see e.g. Peebles 1980). Not only is it the first order
measure of deviations from homogeneity – and as such has been the one clustering character-
istic which almost without exception has been determined for any large scale galaxy redshift
survey – but in itself has also a strong physical significance as the Fourier transform of the
power spectrum. In the early linear phases of cosmic structure evolution it thus embodies a
complete specification of (Gaussian) primordial fluctuations while in later phases it retains its
key role as link between the non-linear matter distribution and the associated cosmic matter
flows.

For a full specification of the (non-linear) matter distribution one would need to determine
the full range of higher-order correlation functions. In practice this is unfeasible. A possible
and alternative approach would be to accomplish this via the continuous equivalents of the
point correlation functions. Here we investigate which continuous field reconstruction method
does indeed yield reliable and sensible estimates of the autocorrelation function. If any of
these – TSC, SPH or DTFE – does indeed prove to be measure ξ(r) correctly, it will be
worthwhile to investigate its higher order correlation aspects further. As yet, ξ(r) serves as an
indicator of how well a reconstructed field describes a point distribution at a particular scale.

4.4.4.3 Autocorrelations: TSC, SPH and DTFE reconstructions

We determined the two-point correlation function (Eqn. 4.9) ξpp of the extended Soneira-
Peebles point distribution (Fig. 4.6). as well as the second order autocorrelation function
(Eqn. 4.7) ξ(r) of the corresponding TSC, SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions. The
thick solid line in Fig. 4.4.4.3 depicts the two-point correlation function of the point distri-
bution, while the solid thin lines correspond to the autocorrelation functions of the various
continuous fields (tagged according to the method).

Note that at very small distances all three autocorrelation function differs from the two-
point correlation function. Note that the wiggles of the two-point correlation function are an
artefact resulting from the fact that only a very few point pairs are involved: below a scale of
r ∼ 2 · 10−6 no point pairs are present. This is not the case for the reconstructed fields, by
construction they yield continuous correlation values all the way down to r = 0.

At sufficiently large scales all reconstructed fields recover the same correlation function
as the point distribution. At smaller scales, on the other hand, we find deviations between the
various autocorrelation functions and the two-point correlation function. All three methods
display a shoulder, its location and amplitude determined by the effective kernel scale. The
TSC method fits the point distribution beyond a scale of r & 0.002 (in units of boxlength), the
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Figure 4.12 — Two-point correlation function ξ(r) of the extended Soneira-Peebles model as a func-
tion of distance r. The thick solid line indicates the two-point correlation function of the point dis-
tribution. The thin solid lines correspond to the autocorrelation functions of the reconstructed fields,
tagged accordingly with the name of the reconstruction method. The scale r is in units of boxlength.

SPH method beyond a scale of r & 2·10−4 and the DTFE method beyond a scale of r & 2·10−5.
While at sufficiently large scales all three field reconstructions do reproduce the correct spatial
correlation characteristics at smaller scales we do see major differences. The SPH and TSC
procedure correlation functions break away from the two-point function at a considerably
larger radius than the DTFE reconstruction: because of their larger effective kernel scale they
are not able to follow the field correlations at a smaller range. Only the DTFE procedure
seems to be able of giving areasonably accurate description of the correlation function at the
smallest scales (r . 10−4),

In summary, the DTFE procedure manages to reproduce the correlation characteristics of
the point distribution over many orders of magnitude. It yields confidence in its ability to be
very suitable for studying not only second order correlations but also higher order clustering
characteristics of the cosmic matter distribution.

4.5 Web-like spatial patterns: Voronoi clustering models
In the following sections we investigate the performance of the DTFE with respect to its
ability to trace anisotropic web-like patterns. We do this on the basis of a class of heuristic
models of cellular matter distributions, Voronoi clustering models. These models offer flex-
ible templates for cellular patterns, they are easy to tune towards a particular spatial cellular
morphology. The experience and knowledge obtained from the analysis of these test models
will provide a necessary benchmark serving as reference and calibration point for more com-
plex and intricate realistic circumstances. The latter, in the form of N-body simulations of
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cosmic structure formation in various cosmologies is described in Chapter 6.
In the eighties Icke & van de Weygaert (1987) pointed out that the basic cellular geome-

try of the cosmic web may be succesfuly modelled by Voronoi tessellations. In the Voronoi
clustering model, the geometric cellular structure of Voronoi tessellations is used as the skele-
ton of the cosmic matter distribution, defining the structural frame around which matter will
gradually assemble in the course of the development of cosmic structure. The spatial patterns
of the Megaparsec scale cosmic web are both geometric and stochastic in character. It is
precisely these characteristics which are shared by Voronoi tessellations.

One might take the resulting Voronoi clustering models as pure ad-hoc toymodels, the
result of a pure void-driven descritpion of cosmic structure formation, in which a cellular
pattern gradually unfolds as matter is set to migrate away from the primordial location of
void centres towards the high density features in the cosmic foam (Icke & van de Weygaert
1987, van de Weygaert & Icke 1989). On the other hand, it may be argued that they form
the asymptotic approximations for regular hierarchical cosmic structure formation scenarios,
in which dominant voids at any one cosmic epoch have formed as a result of void merging
process (Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004).

The great virtue of the Voronoi models is that they represent a conceptually simple model
for a cellular or foam-like distribution of galaxies, providing a realistic rendering and rep-
resentation of the spatial distribution of walls and filaments. This, in combination with their
flexibility and versatility and ease of construction makes them ideal tools for statistical studies
of spatial clustering. Also, because they are model distributions which are far less restricted
in resolution and number of particles than conventional N-body experiments, cellular struc-
ture can be generated over a part of space beyond the reach of most N-body experiments.
Voronoi models are therefore also useful for studying the properties of galaxy clustering in
cellular structures on very large scales, for example in very deep pencil beam surveys, as well
as for studying the clustering of clusters in these models. For an extensive review of Voronoi
clustering models see van de Weygaert (2001) (see also Icke & van de Weygaert 1987, van de
Weygaert 1991, van de Weygaert 2002).

4.5.1 The asymptotic cosmic web: Voronoi clustering models

Voronoi clustering models form an idealized and asymptotic description of the outcome of the
cosmic structure formation process within gravitational instability scenarios. These model are
based on the notion that voids play a key organizational role in the development of structure in
the universe. In other words, they are based on the notion of the universe resembling a soapsud
of expanding bubbles. In its original form they were defined by Van de Weygaert & Icke
(1989). The models assume that cosmic structure is the result of a distribution of expanding
voids. Each void forms around a dip in the primordial density field. The involved density
deficit corresponds to an effective repulsive peculiar gravity. As a result matter streams out
of gradually expanding void-like regions, which would gradually evolve to a more spherical
shape (Icke 1984), and ultimately collides with the surrounding matter distribution.

According to the prevailing cosmological view the primordial density field is a spatial
Gaussian random field, with peaks and dips over a large range of scales. The power spectrum
of the fluctuations is hierarchical, with small-scale structures emanating before they merge
into the larger structures. Also voids evolve hierarchically, small voids merging into ever
larger void-like regions. For an evolving void hierarchy there is an additional crucial process,
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that of the disappearance of small voids embedded within large scale overdensities as the small
voids collapse along with the latter. A detailed assessment of evolving void hierarchies, by
Sheth & van de Weygaert (2004), involving an extension of the excursion set formalism (Bond
et al. 1991), demonstrated that this leads to a peaked distribution of the sizes of voids around
a characteristic value. In other words, within hierarchical scenarios of structure formation
one would expect that at any one cosmic epoch most voids would have comparable sizes and
excess expansion rates, which would involve some interesting implications for the resulting
spatial matter distribution.

A geometrically interesting situation arises when the findings of Sheth & van de Weygaert
(2004) are extrapolated to the asymptotic extreme in which the ‘peaked’ void distribution de-
generates into a ‘spiked’ distribution marked by only one characteristic void size. Taking the
voids as the dominant structure-shaping component of the universe the large scale structure
can be seen as a close packing of spherically expanding regions. It will yield a cosmic matter
distribution organized by a population of equally sized, spherical voids, all expanding at the
same rate, akin to the scenario suggested by Icke (1984). It would involve a situation in which
the matter distribution in the large scale universe is set up by matter being swept up in the bi-
secting interstices between spheres of equal expansion rate. In this idealization, the walls and
filaments would be found precisely at the midplanes between expanding voids. This asymp-
totic description of the cosmic clustering process would lead to a geometrical configuration
which is precisely that of a Voronoi tessellation.

4.5.2 Voronoi tessellations: the skeleton

An illustration of a set of three-dimensional Voronoi polyhedra is shown in Fig. 4.13. Around
the central Voronoi cell, with shaded walls, the neighbouring Voronoi cells are depicted as
wireframe objects. By means of this geometrical image we can easily appreciate the four
characteristic morphological elements in three-dimensional tessellations. The central shaded
polyhedron is a typical specimen of a Voronoi cell. Its boundary consists of a set of polyg-
onal Voronoi walls. Each polygonal wall is shared with one of the neighbouring cells. The
wireframe representation of these neighbouring cells shows that each Voronoi wall is outlined
by the Voronoi edges, each forming the intersection of three Voronoi walls and three Voronoi
cells. Finally, at the tip of each Voronoi edge we do find a Voronoi vertex (indicated by the
dots) at the intersection of four Voronoi edges, six Voronoi walls and four Voronoi cells.

Within the cellular framework of the Voronoi model the interior of each Voronoi cell is
considered to be a void region. The planes forming the surfaces of the cells are identified
with the walls in the galaxy distribution. The edges delineating the rim of each wall are to be
identified with the filaments in the galaxy distribution. In general, what is usually denoted as
a flattened ‘supercluster’ or cosmic ‘wall’ will comprise an assembly of various connecting
walls in the Voronoi foam, as the elongated ‘superclusters” or ‘filaments’ will usually consist
of a few coupled edges. Finally, the most outstanding structural elements are the vertices,
tracing the surface of each wall, outlining the polygonal structure of each wall and limiting
the ends of each edge. They correspond to the very dense compact nodes within the cosmic
network, amongst which rich virialised Abell clusters form the most massive representatives.
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Figure 4.13 — Wireframe illustration of interrelation between various Voronoi tessellation elements.
The central ‘Voronoi cell’ is surrounded by its wire-frame depicted ‘contiguous’ Voronoi neighbours.
The boundaries of the cells are the polygonal ‘Voronoi walls’. The wire edges represent the Voronoi
edges. The ‘Voronoi vertices’, indicated by red dots, are located at each of the two tips of a Voronoi
edge, each of them located at the centre of the circumsphere of a corresponding set of four nuclei.
Courtesy: Jacco Dankers.

4.5.3 Geometric clustering

A mere qualitative assessment of three-dimensional Voronoi geometries yields the interesting
observation that the non-Poissonian distribution of the Voronoi walls, edges and vertices is
a stochastic process characterized by strong spatial correlations. This is readily apparent
from Fig. 4.13. The non-trivial morphology of spatially clustered geometrical elements not
only determines the overall clustering properties of its galaxy population but also forms a
stark contrast to less realistic stochastic toy models as e.g. the double Poisson process. The
important repercussion is that the geometric Voronoi components themselves are grouping
into coherent ‘super’structures, inducing intrinsic spatial correlations over scales substantially
superseding the basic cell scale (van de Weygaert 2002). The implied superclustering has
been strikingly illustrated in the analysis of the clustering properties of vertices in Voronoi
tessellations by van de Weygaert (2001, 2002). The remarkable success of Voronoi models to
reproduce the clustering of galaxies and clusters of galaxies should therefore be seen in the
light of the stochastic, non-Poissonian and geometric nature of the spatial distribution of walls,
filaments and clusters framing the cosmic web. It demonstrates the viability of the Voronoi
models as flexible templates for studying realistic galaxy distributions around geometrical
features represented by the corresponding components in the Voronoi tessellations.
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4.5.4 Voronoi clustering models: formalism

In practice the Voronoi clustering models are based on the distribution of galaxies within the
various elements of this geometric structure. The obvious shortcoming of these models is
the fact that they do not and cannot addres the galaxy distribution on small scales, i.e. the
distribution within the various components of the cosmic skeleton. This will involve the
complicated details of highly non-linear small-scale interactions of the gravitating matter.

For our purpose we take the route of complementing the large-scale cellular distribution
induced by Voronoi patterns by a user-specified small-scale distribution of galaxies. We dis-
tinguish two different yet complementary approaches (see van de Weygaert 2002). One is
the fully heuristic approach of Voronoi element models, genuine tools for the systematic in-
vestigation of specific individual details of the full cellular structure. They are particularly
apt for studying systematic properties of spatial galaxy distributions confined to one or more
structural elements of non-trivial geometric spatial patterns. The second, supplementary, ap-
proach is that of the Voronoi evolution models, which attempts to ‘simulate’ foam-like galaxy
distributions on the basis of simplified models of the evolution of the Megaparsec scale dis-
tribution. One suggestive model would relate to explosion models (see e.g. Ostriker 1988),
once considered a viable alternative for gravitational instability scenarios but in the meantime
rendered obsolete by a large array of cosmological observations. One particular noteworthy
class of Voronoi models are the Voronoi kinematic models. These represent an asymptotic
description of clustering in gravitational instability scenarios of cosmic structure formation.

Based on the generic formalism to generate distributions of galaxies within Voronoi tes-
sellations, described in detail in appendix 4.B, the details of the various parameters of the
formalism define the different classes of Voronoi cluster models. In all cases, the different
models are based on the displacement of a sample of N ‘model galaxies’. The initial spatial
distribution of these N galaxies within the sample volume V is purely random, their initial
locations xn(t0) (n = 1, . . . ,N) defined by a homogeneous Poisson process. A set of M nuclei
or expansion centres within the volume V corresponds to the cell centres, or expansion centres
driving the evolving matter distribution. The nuclei have locations ym (m = 1, . . . ,M). The
first step of the formalism is to determine for each galaxy n the Voronoi cellVα inside which
it is initially located.

The path xn(t) along which a galaxy moves within the Voronoi skeleton depends on how
far it has moved away from its initial location xn(t0). For a specific galaxy n this path, illus-
trated in Fig. 4.14, may consist of the following sequence,

- cell displacement sα(t) radially directed away from the expansion centre jα;

- wall displacement sαβ(t) within the Voronoi wall Σαβ,
Σαβ defined by the nucleus jα and its natural neighbour jβ;

- edge displacement sαβγ(t) along the Voronoi edge Λαβγ,
Λαβγ defined by jα and its natural neighbours jβ and jγ.

This path is encapsulated in the equation

xn(t) = yα + snα(t) + snαβ(t) + snαβγ(t)

(4.10)

= yα + snα(t)ênα + snαβ(t)ênαβ + snαβγ(t)ênαβγ .
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Figure 4.14 — Schematic illustration of the Voronoi kinematic model. Courtesy: Jacco Dankers.

The details of the complete formalism for generating these spatial distributions can be found
in appendix 4.B.

The underlying cosmology may enter via two factors. The spatial distribution of the
M nuclei may be identified with the void minima in the cosmic density field. If so, their
locations are dictated by the primordial random density and/or potential field. Secondly, the
time dependence of the global void expansion rate R(t) with which the particles move out of
the voids is directly coupled to the cosmological structure growth factor.

4.5.4.1 Voronoi element models

In this study we use Voronoi element models, tailor-made heuristic ‘galaxy’ distributions in
and around specific elements of a Voronoi tessellation. Pure Voronoi element models are
distributions in which all galaxies reside in either 1) the walls, 2) the edges/filaments or 3)
the vertices/clusters. Unlike the Voronoi kinematic model or the Voronoi explosion model,
all model galaxies are immediately projected onto wall, edge or vertex following the path
depicted in the Fig. 4.14. They are generated with the following set of cell, wall and edge
path factors (see appendix 4.B, Eqn. 4.38)

Walls : (snα, snαβ, snαβγ) = (υn, 0, 0) ;

Filaments : (snα, snαβ, snαβγ) = (υn, σn, 0) ; (4.11)

Clusters : (snα, snαβ, snαβγ) = (υn, σn, λn) .

where the values of the parameters υn, σn and λn characterize the crossing of the galaxies’ path
with the wall, edge or vertex towards which it moves. Singular Voronoi element models place
all model galaxies in either walls, edges or vertices. The versatility of the model also allows
combinations of element models, in which field (cell), wall, filament and vertex distributions
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Figure 4.15 — Three different patterns of Voronoi element galaxy distributions, shown in a three-
dimensional cubic setting. The depicted spatial distributions correspond to a wall-dominated Voronoi
universe (left-hand frame), a filamentary Voronoi universe (central frame) and a cluster-dominated
Voronoi universe (bottom frame).

are superimposed. The characteristics of the patterns and spatial distribution in these mixed
Voronoi element models can be varied and tuned according to the fractions of wall galaxies,
filament galaxies, vertex and field galaxies.

Characteristic examples of the resulting (singular element) galaxy distributions are rep-
resented in boxes in Fig. 4.15. The depicted distributions concern a wall-dominated Voronoi
universe (left-hand frame), a filamentary Voronoi universe (centre) and a cluster-dominated
Voronoi universe (right-hand frame). Note that a finite thickness is assigned to all elements.
This is achieved by adding a random displacement according to a given density profile. In
the depicted Voronoi wall model the galaxies are displaced according to a Gaussian density
profile in the direction perpendicular to the wall to which they belong. In the Voronoi fil-
ament model the same was done for the directions perpendicular to the filaments, while in
the Voronoi cluster model the galaxies are displaced such that the clusters represent three-
dimensional Gaussian peaks. The scale of each of the Gaussian distributions define the width
of the corresponding elements.

4.5.5 Voronoi clustering models: realizations

Three different three-dimensional Voronoi model galaxy distributions were generated. Each
model belongs to the class of Voronoi element models (see Fig. 4.15). One model realization
corresponds to the model in which galaxies are exclusively located inside walls, a second one
where these are concentrated in and around filaments and a third one restricted to galaxies
located within clusters.

Each realization is generated within a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. In
each box 512 nuclei are placed at random locations. The Voronoi tessellation of these 512 nu-
clei is the skeleton of the matter distribution. In total 262 144 particles, it model galaxies, are
distributed within the corresponding Voronoi walls (the wall model), Voronoi edges (the fila-
ment model) or the Voronoi vertices (the vertex model) according to the formalism presented
above. For all three models the structural features are given a Gaussian density profile in the
direction(s) perpendicular to the relevant structures, with a width Rs amounting to 1/400 in
units of the boxsize. Scaling the model distributions by assigning a characteristic size of about
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25h−1 Mpc (e.g. Hoyle & Vogeley 2002, Plionis & Basilakos 2002, Arbabi-Bidgoli & Müller
2002) for voids, the box is identified with a cosmological box of size 200h−1 Mpc. For a Gaus-
sian width of 1/400th of the boxsize it implies a physical size of Rw = R f = Rc = Rs = 0.5h−1

Mpc for each wall, filament and vertex. The three-dimensional images in Fig. 4.15 provide an
idea of the resulting spatial distributions. The distinct differences in morphology of the pat-
terns delineated by the three Voronoi element distributions are emphasized by the (effectively)
two-dimensional galaxy distribution within thin slices. The top row in Fig. 4.17 provides a
telling illustration.

4.6 Voronoi clustering models: density field reconstructions

To assess the performance of the DTFE procedure in its ability to outline and recover spatial
features in the density field corresponding with the generated galaxy distributions we analyze
and compare the DTFE density field reconstructions for the three Voronoi element models
with those produced by the TSC and SPH procedure. The TSC procedure (appendix 4.A.1) is
rigid with respect to its scales sensitivity as well as its shape sensitivity, while the SPH proce-
dure does involve a strong scale dependence but lacks shape sensitivity (appendix 4.A.2).

We applied the TSC, SPH and DTFE procedure to obtain the three-dimensional den-
sity fields of all three Voronoi model distributions. The panels in three subsequent rows of
Fig. 4.17 depict the density field reconstructions by the TSC, SPH and DTFE technique for
the wall model (left-hand column), the filament model (central column) and the cluster model
(right-hand column) within the corresponding thin slice through the center of the box. These
greyscale density field images reveal substantial qualitative differences between the TSC, SPH
and DTFE reconstructions.

4.6.1 Filaments

For an impression of the quality of the density reconstructions images of the full three-
dimensional structure and morphology of the patterns in the resulting density field offer the
most direct and objective probe. It is particularly worthwhile to visualize the structures in a
filamentary distribution. In Fig. 4.16 the central part of the sample box of the Voronoi filament
model realization is shown. The size of the depicted box is 30% of the complete one.

The full three-dimensional galaxy distribution is shown in the top left-hand frame. The
resulting TSC, SPH and DTFE density fields are represented in the top right-hand (TSC),
bottom left-hand (SPH) and bottom right-hand (DTFE) frames. The density fields are rep-
resented by iso-density contour levels. The levels were chosen such that 65% of the mass
is enclosed within regions of density equal to or higher than the contour level. The galaxy
distribution in the upper left-hand frame, on the other hand, contains all galaxies within the
region. Evidently, they have distributed themselves over a large range of densities and thus
occupy a larger fraction of space.

The appearances of the TSC, SPH and DTFE patterns do differ substantially. Part of this
is due to a different effective scale of the filter kernel. This can be directly appreciated from
the fact that the 65% mass contour corresponds to a density contour ρ = 0.55 in the TSC field,
ρ = 1.4 in the SPH reconstruction and ρ = 2.0 in the DTFE reconstruction (ρ in units of the
average density).

The fine filamentary maze seen in the galaxy distribution is hardly reflected in the TSC
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Figure 4.16 — Three-dimensional visualization of the Voronoi filament model and the corresponding
TSC, SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions. The density contours have been chosen such that
65% of the mass is enclosed. The arrows indicate two structures which are visible in both the galaxy
distribution and the DTFE reconstruction, but not in the TSC and SPH reconstructions.
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grid based reconstruction. While the global structures, such as the almost ringlike arrange-
ment of filaments halfway in the box, are also found in the TSC density field, we may identify
a range of morphological features dependent on the density of the filaments and the cell-size
of the TSC grid. The latter determines the minimum scale of the features in the TSC field,
and tends to smear out individual structures over a significantly larger volume. In general we
find that if still identifiable as an individual feature, they do not resemble their counterparts in
the galaxy distribution. Long, thin and dense filaments in the galaxy distribution result into
elongated features in the density field, be it with a substantially larger width. We can also
observe the merging of less dense features with surrounding structures into flattened patches
in the density field. Also it is almost unfeasible to recognize any individual filaments or nodes
in regions with a large concentration of filaments.

The SPH density field fares considerably better at reproducing the web-like arrangement
of filaments in the galaxy distribution. The basic configuration of the filamentary web is
clearly outlined. Nonetheless, a comparison with the galaxy distribution shows that the fila-
ments in the SPH density field are not as finely outlined as observed in the galaxy distribution:
their width is determined by the scale of the SPH kernel which apparently tends to smooth
out the features into a pattern of tubes. Also we see that the density field at various locations
resembles a chain of spherical blobs, a result of the spherical character of the SPH kernel.
These blobs are artefacts caused by changes in the galaxy number density. Bridging substan-
tial density gradients is problematic for SPH reconstructions, for a major part due to the fact
that the SPH kernel does not include any directional information. Because its scale is set by
the closest point, at locations with large density gradients it may fail to reflect the proper scale
in various directions.

It is the DTFE reconstruction (bottom right-hand frame of Fig. 4.16) which yields the
most outstanding reproduction of the filamentary web-like character of the galaxy distribu-
tion. A detailed comparison between the galaxy distribution and the density surfaces show
that it manages to trace the most minute details in the cosmic web. Note that the density con-
tours do enclose only 65% of the mass, and thus relates to a smaller volume than suggested by
the features in the galaxy distribution itself. The success of the DTFE method is underlined
by identifying a few features in the galaxy distribution which were identified by the DTFE
but not by SPH and TSC. The arrows in Fig. 4.16 point at two tenuous filamentary features
visible in the galaxy distribution as well as in the DTFE field, yet entirely absent from the
TSC and SPH fields. In comparison to the inflated contours of the SPH and TSC reconstruc-
tions, the structure outlined by the DTFE density field has a more intricated, even somewhat
tenuous, appearance marked by a substantial richness in structural detail and contrast. At sev-
eral locations structures in the galaxy distribution may be recognized which are also visible
in the DTFE reconstruction, but not in the TSC and SPH reconstructions. Two such examples
are indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4.16. Both these examples concern tenuous filamentary
extensions. Finally, some artefacts of the DTFE method are also visible: in particular near
intersections of filaments we tend to find triangular features which can not be identified with
similar structures in the galaxy distribution. Nearby filaments are connected by relatively
small tetrahedra, translating into high density features of such shape.

Some of the characteristics and differences emphasized in the discussion above can be
recognized even more clearly when comparing the structure in a thin two-dimensional slice
through the density field. The greyscale plots in the 2nd to 4th row in the central column
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of Fig. 4.17 depict these two-dimensional sections through the filamentary cosmic web of
the Voronoi filament model. The top frame shows the generating galaxy distribution in a
section of finite thickness centered on the central slice of the density plots. Filaments tend
to show up as mere points or short edges in the three-dimensional slice’s galaxy distribution,
marking the location where a three-dimensional filament pierces through the depicted slice.
Only occasionally is the orientation of the filaments such that they form salient elongated
edges within the slice. We find stark differences between the TSC and SPH greyscale plots
on the one hand and the intricately traced pattern in the DTFE slice on the other hand. The
low resolution of the TSC map is expected, but the large contrast of the SPH map versus the
DTFE map is less so. The blobby character of the SPH reconstruction is quite obvious, as is
the occasional related inability to trace various features. One such feature is the filament in
the extreme lower left-hand corner. SPH is quite succesful when it gets to tracing out more
compact and less elongated concentrations, the dense concentration in the lower right-hand
corner is a telling example. By contrast, it is the DTFE map which manages to outline the
elongated features in most detail, reproducing a pattern of thinly outlined and dense edges
intersecting at high density nodes. Occasionally one can even find features in the DTFE
density map that cannot be traced in the particle distribution. Sometimes this is due to the fact
that we are dealing with an interpolation algorithm that may find features in regions of low
density, sometimes it is an artefact produced by the triangular DTFE kernels.

The imprint of the TSC, SPH and DTFE kernels on the resulting density field recon-
structions can be appreciated in a more quantitative way, from the one-dimensional probes
through the corresponding density field. The central panel of Fig. 4.18 shows such a probe
through the Voronoi filament model realization. The location of the probe, indicated in the
insert, is chosen such that it passes through four filamentary structures. In the case of the
2nd and 3rd filament the probe passes almost head-on, which results in the DTFE producing
a thin and high peak. The dotted and dashed profiles are the same filaments according to the
SPH and TSC reconstructions. In both situations the imprint of the SPH and TSC kernels
is obvious: the broadly winged peaks are the product of the a sharply defined features with
the corresponding kernels. The width of the latter leads to a considerable and artificial level
of smoothing. This is particularly true when the width of the filaments is defined by only a
few galaxies, as is often true for tenuous filaments (or walls). It is reassuring to see that the
DTFE reconstruction does also manage to follow the natural scale of a feature. This can be
observed when looking at the DTFE performance in the case of the first and fourth filament
along the path of the probe. The latter passes the first and fourth filament obliquely, reflected
in a more extended peak profile along the probe. While the kernel imprint is still visible
in the SPH and TSC profiles of the first peak, we see a reasonable agreement between the
TSC, SPH and DTFE reconstructions of the extended fourth peak. The differences between
the different reconstructions concern the resolution of substructure within the structures. The
DTFE finds even the finest substructures, in line with the earlier findings on the ability of
the DTFE to trace hierarchical patterns. If anything, the DTFE peaks occasionally appear
to be too sharp and thin. This is a consequence of its strongly local definition: the local
linear DTFE interpolation may occasionally yield artefacts, the related higher-order natural
neighbour interpolation technique would ameliorate the occasional sharp density gradients.

In all, we can conclude that the DTFE is highly succesful at outlining the intricate web-
like and filamentary distribution of the galaxies. Its ‘crispy’ character is a result of its kernel
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Figure 4.17 — Voronoi clustering models with galaxies located exclusively in either walls (left-hand
column), filaments (central column) or clusters (right-hand column). Top row: thin slice through
the corresponding galaxy distributions. Rows 2 to 4: two-dimensional slices through the three-
dimensional density field reconstructions produced using the TSC, SPH and DTFE methods. Also
compare the spatial galaxy distribution in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.18 — Density profiles along one-dimensional sections through three-dimensional density
field reconstructions of Voronoi ‘element’ models. Top: a one-dimensional section through a wall-
like galaxy distribution. Centre: profile along a one-dimensional section through a filamentary galaxy
distribution. Bottom: profile along a one-dimensional section through a cluster dominated galaxy
distribution. The inserts in the upper left-hand corner of each frame show a two-dimensional slice
through the simulation box with the solid line indicating the one-dimensional section along which the
depicted density profiles have been computed. In each frame the profiles for the corresponding TSC
(dotted), SPH (dashed) and DTFE (solid) density field reconstructions are shown.
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being adaptive in both scale as well as in direction. The lesser performance of TSC, and
particularly so SPH, is to be attributed to the nature of their kernel. While the rigid grid-based
kernel of TSC prevents any adaptation to the local density, the adaptive nature of the SPH
kernel enables SPH to largely adapt to the density. However, it fails to follow the morphology
of the local density distribution.

4.6.2 Walls and clusters

The performance of the DTFE in the case of a filamentary web-like structure has been amply
discussed above. For a complete census of its ability to probe web-like patterns we also need
to understand its ability to probe either wall-like or cluster-dominated patterns. In principle it
would have been possible to show and analyze three-dimensional iso-density contours analo-
gous to those in Fig. 4.16 for the Voronoi wall and vertex models. However, due to their extent
and low density the walls occupy a much larger fraction of space and tend to block each other
from view. This will render it difficult to get a transparent view of the structure in the vari-
ous density field reconstructions. Also for the Voronoi cluster model configuration we do not
present a three-dimensional image for assessing its main characteristics. The clusters/vertices
define a mainly isolated population of objects without strong and coherent structural connec-
tions. Therefore we restrict ourselves to a discussion of the greyscale maps of a planar section
through the density field reconstructions, in combination with a comparison of the density
profiles along a one-dimensional probe through the density field.

The left-hand column of Fig. 4.17 contains a set of two-dimensional sections through the
TSC, SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions of the Voronoi wall model. Walls have
a substantially lower density than their filamentary peers, they are large moderately dense
two-dimensional slabs. A planar section through such a distribution will produce a pattern
in which the walls are recognizable as edgelike features, in the case of the Voronoi model
defining a tessellation pattern of two-dimensional cells. Only rarely the orientation of a wall
will be such that it lies within or closely parallel to that of the sectional plane.

The results for the Voronoi wall model are comparable to that of the filament model. The
distinctly anisotropic planar geometry of the wall models, characterized by thin walls, results
in more puffy planar features for the TSC and SPH method while sharp structures are the
product of the DTFE technique. The differences between the TSC and SPH reconstructions
and DTFE reconstructions can be appreciated most directly from the one-dimensional probes
in Fig 4.18. As for the filamentary distributions the intersections with the walls are narrow
and strongly peaked spikes, while the TSC and SPH sections are considerably smoother and
broader.

The Voronoi cluster model involves a spatial distribution of galaxies confined to compact
clusters located at the vertices of a Voronoi tessellation. An example of such a realization is
shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 4.17. Also here we recognize the poor spatial reso-
lution of the TSC reconstructions. As a result of its large smoothing length the vertices can
be recognized as large smooth blobs. Occasionally, such as for the cluster concentration in
the lower right-hand corner, this leads to a featureless blob resulting from the merging of sev-
eral clusters. In general, TSC does manage to reproduce the spatial distribution of clusters
on scale superseding the kernel size, be it that it may have problems in highly concentrated
regions. In general, it would be quite difficult to determine reliable peak density values or
cluster masses in such supercluster regions. On the basis of a qualitative assesment it seems
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that the SPH reconstruction performs better than the DTFE reconstruction. The clusters also
look like spherical blobs, because of the adaptive SPH scale of the SPH kernel each individ-
ual cluster is clearly identified. The mass or density of each cluster is easily recognizable.
The high number density of galaxies contained within spherically symmetric concentrations
is beneficial for succesful SPH reconstruction of clusters. However, when clusters are defined
by less points than enclosed by the SPH kernel (∼ 40), SPH encounters problems. While the
DTFE is also successful in identifying nearly every cluster, the compact and peaked nature
of the reconstruction is reflected in the almost pointlike objects. While the spherical nature
of the SPH kernel is ideal for these cluster configurations, the DTFE formalism and the tetra-
hedral nature of the DTFE kernel yield several artefacts in the regions between the clusters:
one can recognize typical triangular (low density) wings and various thin and tenuous arti-
ficial connections between the clusters. A faint imprint of web-like features can be seen in
the two-dimensional section of Fig. 4.17, a reflection of the web-like spatial distribution of
Voronoi vertices. Interestingly, the one-dimensional section passing through or near some
five clusters do show a rather realistic rendering by the DTFE of the one-dimensional density
profiles of three clusters, while the dominant imprint of their kernel mark both TSC and SPH
reconstructions. The location of the section has been chosen such that it passed through or
close to two clusters (located at about 24h−1 and 114h−1 Mpc along the probe), while passing
straight through three other clusters (located at about 68h−1, 80h−1 and 166h−1 Mpc along the
probe). Also notice that the DTFE hardly notices the presence of the first and fourth cluster
due to the corresponding thin profiles, while TSC and SPH do detect a significant peak as the
probe passes within a distance smaller than the kernel scale. Both the TSC and SPH recover
a significant peak at places where the probe passes close to a cluster, while the DTFE signal
is much smaller there (roughly two orders of magnitude). These difference may again be
understood in terms of differences in the smoothing kernels employed by the reconstruction
techniques.

4.7 Voronoi clustering models: shape and morphology analysis

The DTFE reconstructions of Voronoi clustering models, as well as those by the competing
TSC and SPH methods, are evaluated on the basis of a qualitative visual assessment as well
as by means of a few quantitavie tests. The visual comparison of the TSC, SPH and DTFE
density field reconstructions of the Voronoi wall model, Voronoi filament model and Voronoi
cluster model do reveal various systematic and essential differences. Two aspects stand out:

- Morphology: the local appearance of the individual characteristic building blocks of
the models (walls, filaments and clusters);

- Topology: the global appearance and connectivity of the reconstructed network. An
important topological characteristic is the volume filling fraction.

While there are many conceivable measures for various morphological and topological as-
pects of the matter distribution, the quantitative tests presented here will adress a few specific
but highly characteristic properties which highlight the ability of the DTFE to correctly trace
the morphology and topology of web-like patterns. The determination of the shape/anisotropy
of the various features in our models forms a test for the DTFE’s morphological sensitivity
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while we compare the volume filling fraction of the reconstructed mass distributions in order
to assess the topological virtues of the DTFE.

4.7.1 Shape and morphology

An important measure of the local density distribution concerns the shape of the density con-
tour levels. Instead of a global assessment we identified various representative features in the
three Voronoi element models and studied the shape in and around that feature on a range
of spatial scales. In each model we measured the shape/local anisotropy in terms of the axis
ratios of the local density distribution. The latter are computed from the eigenvalues of the
mass inertia tensor.

Placing ourselves at the center of the feature we determine the shape of the selected
Voronoi structures, i.e. walls, filaments or clusters. First the mass inertia tensor Ii j(R) is
determined inside a number of concentric spheres of radius R. The range of radii runs from
one to five times the width of walls, filaments and clusters in our model realizations.

The shape of the particle distribution is taken as the reference point against which we
judge the quality of the shape in the corresponding continuous field representations of the
same feature. To ascertain proper mass/particle resolution we proceed by identifying a par-
ticular feature and zoom in on its position by placing it at the center of a surrounding three-
dimensional subvolume. The surface density/density of walls and filaments in the Voronoi
clustering models is uniform. The mass resolution of the walls, filaments and/or clusters can
therefore be simply increased by them in with a proportionally larger amount of particles
(resampling).

For the discrete particle/galaxy distribution the 3×3 mass inertia matrix Ii j(R) is computed
by summing over all particles xk within a distance R from the central position re,

Ii j(R) =
∑

k

mk (xk,i − re,i)(xk, j − re, j) . (4.12)

For convenience, we have set the mass of each particle equal to unity, mk = 1.
For the equivalent situation for the continuous density fields of the TSC, SPH and DTFE

reconstructions we compute the inertial tensor ITSC
i j (R), ISPH

i j (R) and IDTFE
i j (R) from the integral

over the same region,

Ii j(R) =
∫

(|x−re |<R)

dx ρ(x) (xi − re,i)(x j − re, j) . (4.13)

The axis ratio of the structure is determined from the eigenvalues c1, c2 and c3 of the inertia
tensor. After sorting these in descending order, the axis ratio a1/a3 of the longest over the
smallest axis and a1/a2 of longest over medium axis follows from

a1

a3
=

√
c1

c3
;

a1

a2
=

√
c1

c2
. (4.14)

The results of our shape analysis are shown in Fig. 4.19. From left to right, the three
frames present the axis ratio of the longest over the smallest axis, aa/a3, for walls, filaments
and clusters. The open circles represent the shape of the particle distribution, the triangles
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walls filaments clusters

Figure 4.19 — Anisotropy measurements for the Voronoi models. Plotted is the longest-to-shortest
axis ratio of the intertia tensor inside a series of concentric spheres centered on a characteristic structure
as a function of the radius of the sphere. The radius is given in units of the standard deviation (σ) of the
corresponding Gaussian density profiles. The left-hand frame corresponds to the Voronoi wall model,
the central frame to the Voronoi filament model and the right-hand frame to the Voronoi cluster model.
In each frame the results are shown for the TSC, SPH and DTFE reconstructions, as well as for the
galaxy distribution. The meaning of the symbols is depicted in the right-hand frame.

the shape found in the equivalent DTFE density field, while crosses and squares stand for the
findings of SPH and TSC.

For the case of the Voronoi cluster models we find a consistent results of near sphericity,
a1/a3 = 1, for both particle distribution as well as for the all three density field reconstructions
we find the consistent result of near sphericity, a1/a3 = 1, in the case of Voronoi cluster
models (right-hand frame). In particular the clusters in the DTFE and SPH density fields
appear to agree almost perfectly with those in the underlying particle distribution, with the
TSC ones deviating somewhat in shape, in particular at small radii.

In the left-hand and central frames of Fig. 4.19 we see that the intrinsic shapes of the walls
and filaments become more pronounced as the radius R increases. The uniform increase of
the axis ratio a1/a3 with R is a reflection of the influence of the intrinsic width of the walls
and filaments on the measured shape. For small radii the mass distribution around the center
of one of these features is largely confined to the interior of the wall or filament and thus
near-isotropic. As the radius R increases in value, the intrinsic shape of these features comes
to the fore, resulting in a revealing function of shape as function of R.

The findings of our analysis are remarkably strong and unequivocal: over the complete
range of radii we find a striking agreement between the DTFE and the corresponding parti-
cle distribution. SPH reveals systematic and substantial differences in that they are tend to
be more spherical than the particle distribution, in particular for the strongly anisotropic dis-
tributions of the walls and filaments. In turn, the SPH shapes are substantially better than
those obtained from the TSC reconstructions. The rigidity of the gridbased TSC density field
reconstructions renders them the worst descriptions of the anisotropy of the local matter dis-
tribution. For the SPH density fields we still do find a reasonable agreement with the shape
of the particle distribution for radii R2Rc. These differences rapidly increase as radius R in-
creases. The spherical SPH kernel apparently promotes a good shape reproduction in the
near-isotropic interior of both walls and filaments but brings about a tendency to sphericalize
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Figure 4.20 — Volume filling fraction as a function of enclosed mass fraction. Plotted is the volume
fraction V f of space with a density higher than a treshold density. This treshold density is varied such
that the enclosed region of space contains a mass fraction α. The left-hand frame corresponds to the
Voronoi wall model, the central frame to the Voronoi filament model and the right-hand frame to the
Voronoi cluster model. In each frame the results are shown for the TSC, SPH and DTFE reconstruc-
tions.

the true shape once it gets to radii where the intrinsic shape reveals itself. Also notice that
the discrepancies of the SPH shapes with the shape of the particle distribution appear to be
considerably smaller in the case of the filamentary model (central frame) than that for the wall
model.

These results show that the DTFE is indeed capable of an impressively accurate descrip-
tion of the shape of walls, filaments and clusters. The test discussed in this session appears to
represent a striking confirmation of the visual impressions discussed before in the context of
Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17.

4.8 Voronoi clustering models: topology and volume occupation

The density field reconstructions of the Voronoi models (Figs. 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18) do not
only differ in their local but also in their global character.

One particular manifestation of this aspect concerns the volume occupied by features in
the spatial mass distribution. The same features are expected to occupy different volumes
within the different field reconstructions. A particular filament occurs as a substantially wider
feature in the TSC reconstruction than in the SPH reconstruction, and the same for the latter
with respect to the DTFE reconstruction (see Fig. 4.17).

We compute and evaluate the volume filling fraction of features in the reconstructed TSC,
SPH and DTFE density fields in order to address and quantify their ability to trace the topol-
ogy of the cosmic mass distribution. Instead of identifying specific individual features within
the web-like matter distribution, we chose to define structures by means of enclosing density
contours. The corresponding density threshold ρc is parameterized by the fraction α of the
total mass enclosed within these density contours, i.e. the volume of space for which ρ > ρc.

A reasonable test for the pattern tracing ability of the TSC, SPH and DTFE methods is
that of the dependence of the volume fraction V f (α) on the corresponding mass fraction α. We
have determined the volume occupation V f (α) for the Voronoi wall model, Voronoi filament
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Figure 4.21 — Same as Fig. 4.20, but here the volume filling fraction has been normalized by the
volume filling fraction of the underlying distribution, V f ,underlying (V f ,gal in the text). For guidance the
solid horizontal line V f /V f ,gal = 1 indicates the location of a density field which would perfectly trace
the galaxy distribution.

model and the Voronoi cluster model. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.20.
In order to obtain an objective measure to calibrate the quality of the recovered volumes

we need to compare the obtained V f (α) curves with that of the corresponding volume fractions
for the generating Voronoi galaxy distribution itself. In order to compute the corresponding
‘raw’ density field we need to know the (surface) densities for each of the walls, filaments
and clusters, as well as the corresponding density profiles. In our Voronoi element models the
walls, filaments and vertices have a Gaussian density profile. In the case of a Voronoi wall k,
for instance, the density ρ(x) around the wall runs as

ρk(x) =
σk

Rw
√

2π
e−z2/2R2

w . (4.15)

In this equation σk is the surface density of the wall. Within each wall (and filament) the
surface density is uniform, while the value of the surface density varies from wall to wall (and
similarly for filaments) and is largely dependent on the size of the Voronoi cell to which it
belongs. Appendix 4.C describes the calculation of the volume fraction V f ,gal for the Voronoi
wall model.

Fig. 4.21 depicts the same relation as in the corresponding top row, be it for the normalized
volume fraction V f /V f ,gal. For an ideally perfect density reconstruction, V f /V f ,gal = 1.

4.8.1 Density field volume occupation: results

The V f (α) in Fig. 4.20 confirms the visual impression of e.g. Fig. 4.16 that the DTFE re-
construction narrowly traces the density field features, possibly even too tight, an immediate
consequence of the high resolution and shape adaptivity of the DTFE kernel. Over the whole
α range the SPH density field occupies more volume than its equivalents in the DTFE field.
We do see a trend of SPH more closely approaching the volume occupation of the DTFE den-
sity field in the case of clusters and filaments, while it appears to deviate more substantially
for the Voronoi wall models.

Neither the DTFE, SPH or TSC procedures yield volume filling fractions which reproduce
that of the underlying galaxy distribution over the whole range of enclosed mass fractions.
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Instead, we notice that for all methods the (relative) volume filling fraction is increasing with
the mass fraction α. In other words, as we incorporate features of lower density the density
field reconstructions occupy an ever larger than the corresponding share of the cosmic volume.

An interesting observation is that for low mass fraction α, ie. for the highest density
features, the DTFE density field occupies less volume than that of the corresponding galaxy
distribution (lower frames Fig. 4.20). As the density threshold lowers and the enclosed mass
fraction α rises we observe that the DTFE reconstruction occupies not only an expected larger
fraction of space but also a fraction which grows relatively to the space occupied by the under-
lying galaxy population. It reaches the same volume occupation for α ∼ 0.5 for the Voronoi
wall model, α ∼ 0.6 inthe Voronoi filament model and α ∼ 0.8 in the Voronoi cluster model.
Towards very high values of α we notice a steep rise of the DTFE volume occupation. This
is to a large extent an artificial effect and reflects the presence the for DTFE characteristic ex-
tended low density triangular/tetrahedral wings in low density regions (see e.g. Figs. 4.5 and
4.4 for examples). The observed trend of a rising relative DTFE volume occupation, starting
from less than representative for small α towards a volume larger than representative for high
α, can be understood on the basis of intrinsic Voronoi tessellation properties, in particular the
distribution function of Voronoi cell volumes in combination with the fact that the underlying
density field is sampled by a Poisson point distribution. In appendix 4.D we provide some
details with respect to a homogeneous point distribution. In a homogeneous point distribu-
tion, the 10% smallest cells correspond to a volume fraction V10% ∼ 4%, only 40% of the
expected volume. For a Voronoi sampled density field we thus should expect the smallest
cells, with the highest density estimates, to correspond to a smaller than representative vol-
ume fraction. Evidently, the reverse is true for the largest Voronoi cells. An inhomogeneous
particle distribution offers a more challenging situation, yet will follow a similar behaviour.

The SPH density field, on the other hand, occupies more space than the galaxy distribution
over the whole range of α. This reflects the fact that the scale of the SPH kernel, defined by the
40th nearest neighbour, tends to produce somewhat inflated volumes scaling proportionally
to the local number density of galaxies. The latter explains the rising trend of V f /V f ,gal(α).

For the wall, filament as well as the cluster models the TSC reconstruction involves the
largest volume occupation. The TSC volume volume occupation differs substantially from
that in the SPH and DTFE density field reconstructions. The relative deviation is considerably
larger for the cluster and filament models than for the wall models. This is emphasized by the
normalized volume fractions V f /V f ,underlying in the bottom row of fig 4.20. Proceeding from a
wall-dominated pattern to a filament-dominated pattern and finally to a cluster-dominated dis-
tribution we see that TSC volume filling fraction is roughly 2− 3 times that of the underlying
galaxy distribution in the case of the wall models and no less than 25 − 40 times larger in the
case of the cluster model (well beyond the scale of the figure). This is a telling manifestation
of the rigidity of TSC, with the scale and shape of the TSC grid kernels totally insensitive to
the size and anisotropy of the underlying density features. Walls on a scale comparable to that
of the TSC grid resolution will end up with densities which may be somewhat lower than in
reality. A considerably worse TSC representation is obtained when the dimension of a feature
is substantially smaller than the gridsize in two or three dimensions. Filaments and compact
objects such as clusters are illustrations of the latter.
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4.9 Summary and discussion
The DTFE – Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator – procedure is a self-adaptive filtering and
interpolation scheme which does not make use of any artificial, user-specified filtering. The
DTFE interpolation method was introduced for rendering fully volume-covering and volume-
weighted physical fields from a discrete set of sampled field values. The DTFE is based on
the use of the Delaunay tessellation of a given spatial point distribution to form the basis of
a fully self-adaptive filter for discretely sampled fields. It is a natural and local technique
which reconstructs and interpolates density, and other physical fields such as the correspond-
ing velocity field, from a discrete point distribution to a fully volume-covering continuous
field. A qualitative assessment (see e.g. Fig. 4.1) demonstrates the ability of the DTFE to
succesfully reproduce those aspects of an underlying density and velocity field which have
been mentioned as essential aspects of the non-linear web-like cosmic matter distribution of
the Megaparsec universe:

- The hierarchically structured matter distribution is resolved to the smallest possible
resolution scale set by the particle number density;

- The DTFE retains the morphology cq. shape of the features and patterns in the mat-
ter distribution. The characteristic anisotropic filamentary and planar features of the
cosmic web are fully reproduced in the continuous DTFE density field;

- The near-empty voids in the spatial matter distribution are reproduced optimally. Both
their flat internal density distribution as well as their sharp outline and boundary are
recovered in detail through the interpolation characteristics of the DTFE algorithm as
well as by its tendency to suppress shot-noise.

The DTFE exploits two particular properties of Delaunay tessellations. It is straightforward
to appreciate that on the basis of its definitions the Delaunay tessellation fully adapts to the
local point distribution. This adaptive nature translates into volumes of Delaunay tetrahedra
scaling inversely with the local density. The DTFE technique uses this property by produc-
ing a zeroth-order estimate of the local density at a sample point on the basis of the nor-
malized inverse volume of the contiguous Voronoi cell of that point, which is the union of
its surrounding Delaunay tetrahedra. Subsequently, it exploits the adaptive and minimum
triangulation properties of Delaunay tessellation by using the Delaunay tetrahedra as adap-
tive multi-dimensional spatial interpolation intervals. In its interpolation characteristics, the
DTFE represents a first-order version of the natural neighbour method, a smooth and local
spatial interpolation technique. Natural neighbor interpolation is the most general and robust
method of interpolation available to date. The resulting function is continuous everywhere
within the convex hull of the data, and has a continuous slope everywhere except at the lo-
cations of the data themselves. The theoretical basis of the natural neighbour method was
developed by experts in the field of computational geometry (Sibson 1981, Watson 1992).
For three-dimensional samples with large number of points, akin to those found in large cos-
mological computer simulations, the more complex geometric operations involved in the pure
nn-neighbour interpolation still represent a computationally challenging task. The first-order
DTFE technique represents a viable and applicable alternative exploiting the same geomet-
rical and adaptive properties of the higher order nn-neighbour methods while allowing the
analysis of truely large data sets.
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In this study we have tested the performance of the DTFE in the case of two different
sets of galaxy distribution models, each forming a template with respect to one of two key
properties of the large scale galaxy distribution:

- three self-similar Soneira-Peebles models to test distributions with a large range in den-
sities and spatial scales;

- three Voronoi clustering models (wall, filament and cluster) to test complex cellular
and/or web-like geometry of galaxy distribution.

The study consists of a comparison and confrontation with the performance of the more con-
ventional TSC and SPH smoothing-interpolation procedures for the same model distributions.
The TSC procedure is rigid with respect to the spatial scale as well as the shape of the mass
distribution. SPH kernels are adaptive with respect to the local density of points but lack
sensitivity to the geometry of the mass distribution.

Of the three methods the DTFE is the one method producing density field maps of the
Soneira-Peebles models with the highest spatial resolution. Particularly impressive is its abil-
ity to resolve the self-similar scaling of the fractal-like Soneira-Peebles models. Moreover,
only the DTFE manages to recover the scaling indices of the Soneira-Peebles density dis-
tribution. Both the TSC and SPH fields fail completely in reproducing the proper scaling
properties. While TSC does not produce any scaling at all, SPH does manage to reproduce
scaling of the density field over a wide range of spatial scales. However, it fails fully in re-
covering the proper scaling indices. The DTFE is also the only procedure whose density field
has an autocorrelation function which agrees completely, down to the smalles scales, with the
two-point correlation function of the Soneira-Peebles point distribution.

The limitations of the rigid grid-based TSC interpolations are particularly strong, it fails
completely in following the structure of the Soneira-Peebles models on scales smaller than
the TSC grid-size. SPH performs considerably better and over a much wider spatial range,
instigated by its adaptivity to the spatial resolution of the model distributions. Only at the
highest levels of resolution the imprint of the spherical SPH kernel reveals itself as a limiting
factor in the form of artificial spherical wings around isolated point concentrations. Also,
SPH does not manage to resolve structures consisting of less points than that used for the
definition of the scale of the SPH kernel. In comparison, the DTFE needs less neighbours
to define its kernel scale. Even the DTFE does reveal its artefacts and limitations in the case
of the extreme geometry of the fractal-like pure Soneira-Peebles model. As a result of the
volume-filling nature of Delaunay tessellations and the interpolation definition of the DTFE,
the method always seeks to interpolate through empty regions. It cannot recover regions of
zero density and instead will reveal artificial triangular wings of (very) low density.

A Voronoi wall model, a Voronoi filament model and a Voronoi cluster model are invoked
to test the ability of the DTFE to recover the complex web-like geometry of the large scale
galaxy and mass distribution. In these models the Voronoi tessellation of a particular nucleus
distribution is used as the skeleton of the modelled galaxy distribution: galaxies are distributed
around the walls, edges or vertices of the tessellation by means of a projection of a random
distribution of points onto these geometrical Voronoi elements. For all three models the spatial
web-like pattern outlined by the galaxies can be recognized in the DTFE density fields as
clearly and thinly defined features. The higher spatial and shape resolution of the DTFE is
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particularly superior in tracing the filamentary features. While it is also better at outlining
the sheets in the galaxy distribution of the Voronoi wall model the contrast with respect to
the TSC and SPH reconstructions is less pronounced, due to the extended nature of the walls.
The limited spatial resolution and rigid gridlike nature of TSC renders it rather unsuitable
for an analysis of the web-like features of the galaxy distribution: it does not manage to
recover the anisotropy of the matter distribution on scales smaller than the grid resolution.
Overall, to a considerable extent the DTFE and SPH algorithms do agree in the web-like
pattern they trace. The differences between the DTFE and SPH do in particularly reflect the
SPH kernel: the somewhat lower resolution tends to produce iso-density contours which are
somewhat puffed up with respect to the equivalent DTFE contours while involving a more
roundish morphology as a result of the spherical kernel. The spherical shape of clusters near
the vertices of the Voronoi web proves to be particularly apt to the SPH scheme, while the
sensitivity of the DTFE kernel to the local point density occasionally tends to exaggerate in
reproducing overly compact high density peaks.

Amongst many possible quantitative tests, two were singled out as representative for as-
sessing the ability of TSC, SPH and DTFE in recovering the morphological and topological
properties of web-like patterns. The results have been compared with that of the raw particle
distribution. The shape of individual Voronoi elements has been evaluated on the basis of the
intertia tensor at particular locations. Also, the volume filling factor of iso-density contours
in the TSC, SPH and DTFE density fields has been measured and studied as a function of the
equivalent enclosed mass. The DTFE is outstanding in recovering the correct shapes of walls
and filaments, considerably better than TSC and SPH. SPH does not manage to recover the
appropriate shape of walls and filaments, but agrees with the DTFE and the particle distribu-
tion itself in recovering the spherical shape of clusters. The quality of SPH improves going
from walls to filaments to clusters. The impression provided by the volume filling factor is
less unequivocal. The visual impression of the DTFE iso-contours enclosing significantly
more pronounced and compact regions is confirmed. Interestingly, at the highest density lev-
els the DTFE contours appear to occupy less space than the original point distribution, while
the occupied volume gradually expands with respect to the point distribution as more mass is
enclosed. The TSC iso-density contours always enclose the largest volume, a situation which
is relatively worst for the Voronoi cluster model. Although the SPH iso-density contours are
always larger than the comparable DTFE ones, their behaviour is more alike than the TSC
contours in the case of the filament and cluster models.

The limitations of each of the procedures that the rigid and inflexible grid of the TSC
method is completely inappropriate for recovering web-like features in the cosmic matter dis-
tribution. The SPH procedures fares considerably better than TSC, be it its spherical smooth-
ing kernel does introduce some artefacts and deficiencies when it gets to resolving the finest
features. Determined on the basis of a fixed number of neighbours, SPH tends to smear out
the smalles structures, particularly for anisotropically shaped ones, and results in features
which occupy a significantly larger volume than the corresponding galaxy distribution. Also
the DTFE patterns do contain some artefacts, of which the triangular imprint of its smoothing
kernel is the most pronounced one.

One key aspect of the Megaparsec matter distribution has not been adressed in this study:
the presence of voids and empty regions. Truely empty regions are a major obstacle for the
DTFE. Its interpolation based formalism will assure that any empty regions gets reproduced
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as a low density region. In reality, however, voids in the cosmic matter distribution will not
be completely empty. The artefacts of SPH and the DTFE will therefore be less important.
A forthcoming publication (Platen & van de Weygaert 2006), will describe and introduce a
DTFE based procedure to detect voids and dissect their substructure (see Sheth & van de
Weygaert 2004).

On the basis of the results presented in this study we may conclude that the DTFE is a
particularly promising and versatile method for analyzing patterns in a spatial point distri-
bution. In Chapters 6 and 7 we will apply the DTFE to the outcome of large-scale N-body
simulations of cosmic structure formation as well as to real observationally obtained patterns
such as those in the 2dFGRS and SDSS galaxy distributions. While here we have focussed
on the density/intensity field of which a particle distribution is supposed to be reflection, we
have also expanded our analysis to cosmic velocity fields (see Schaap & van de Weygaert
2003, Romano-Dı́az 2004, Chapter 6). This, in turn, enables the study of the dynamics of
Megaparsec features. Applications to any other discrete and inhomogeneously sampled field
are self-evident.

While the applications and extensions of the DTFE are numerous we wish to emphasize
two important ones. The continuous density, velocity and other fields form the basis for fur-
ther more specific ‘post-processing’ analysis procedures. One application involves the identi-
fication of features in a density field. These may involve the detection of clusters, filaments or
voids in the distribution of clusters. The watershed void detection algorithm (Platen & van de
Weygaert 2006) has been mentioned before. The multiscale morphology filter (Aragón-Calvo
et al. 2006) is tuned towards the identification of individual web components such as sheets
and filaments. They have used this filter towards settling issues of dark halo properties as a
function of cosmic environment.

A second class of applications seeks to exploit the tremendous potential of Delaunay and
Voronoi tessellations as adaptive multi-dimensional grids in the context of system evolution
simulations such as N-body simulations or hydrodynamical codes. One particular applica-
tion is the use of the DTFE kernel as smoothing kernel. Usually N-body or hydrodynamical
simulation routines invoke conventional density estimation routines, such as grid- or SPH-
based kernels. In Chapter 5 we demonstrate the improvement embodied by the DTFE. The
excellent continuity properties of natural neighbour fields may be utilized towards develop-
ing an highly desirable moving grid fluid dynamics code. Combining the virtues of Eulerian
and Lagrangian formalisms, such a hydrocode would embody a true revolution in dynamical
studies of cosmic structure formation. The large range of spatial scales and timescales of the
structures and processes of relevance in the formation of galaxies and stars may ultimately
demand such an approach. Indeed, attempts towards such implementations have already been
introduced in the context of a few, specific, mainly two-dimensional applications (Whitehurst
1995, Braun & Sambridge 1995, Sukumar 1998). Alternative attempts towards the develop-
ment of moving grid codes, in an astrophysical context, have shown their potential (Gnedin
1995, Pen 1998). Because in such dynamical studies we are dealing with a time sequence
of e.g. a gradually evolving particle distribution the success of tessellation-based algorithms
will depend on the ability to dynamically upgrade the tessellations without having to update
a tessellation completely. Once this issue gets solved, a watershed will be reached in that the
related tools will become much more efficient to use in cosmological and other dynamical
systems.
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4.A Density estimation

To determine/reconstruct a continuous density field ρ̂ from a set of discrete points within the
sample points which are considered to be representative for the underlying field we have used
three different filtering and interpolation schemes:

1 TSC, rigid kernel size, rigid kernel shape;

2 SPH, adaptive kernel size, rigid kernel shape;

3 DTFE, fully adaptive to spatial point process.

4.A.1 TSC density field reconstruction procedure

The TSC method (Hockney & Eastwood 1981) interpolates an irregularly sampled field to a
fixed and regular grid using the Triangular Shaped Cloud kernel. The TSC smoothing kernel
distributes the mass corresponding to each point over the fixed grid points according to a
weighting function W,

ρ̂

(
n

NG

)
=

N3
G

N

N∑

i=1

mi W
(
xi −

n
NG

)
. (4.16)

Here n = (nx, ny, . . . , nnM ) denotes the grid cell, NG is the number of cells of the grid in each
dimension, N is the number of sampling points and mi is the mass of sampling point i. The
units of the box have been chosen such that its volume is unity.

The TSC weight/kernel function W is a product of one-dimensional weight functions w,
specified by

W(x) =
M∏

i=1

w(xi) , (4.17)

where M is the number of spatial dimensions. The one-dimensional weight functions w are
given by

w(xi) =
{

3
4 − N2

G δx
2
i , NG |δxi| ≤ 1

2 ;
1
2 ( 3

2 − NG |δxi|)2, 1
2 ≤ NG |δxi| ≤ 3

2 .
(4.18)
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The size of the grid may be arbitrarily set according to the specifications of the user. A
reasonable conservative procedure is to take a grid cell density in accordance with the number
of points, with each grid cell containing one point. With n = N/V the number density of points
in the box it implies a rigid TSC resolution in the order of n−1/M .

4.A.2 SPH density field reconstruction procedure

In the SPH procedure (see Monaghan 1992 and references therein) the mass of each point is
distributed according to a smoothing function W whose size adapts to the local value of the
density of points. This leads to an expression of the form

ρ̂(x) =
N∑

i=1

mi W(x − xi; h) . (4.19)

Usually the smoothing kernel W is spherically symmetric, while the kernel scale h adapts
itself to the local density of points. The smoothing scale h is chosen such that the smoothing
volume contains M points. By fixing the number M the resolution is set by the local point
density. This renders the method to be adaptive in its spatial resolution, yet rigid with respect
to the shape of the point distribution.

We chose the smoothing kernel W to be the following spline kernel (see e.g. Monaghan
& Lattanzio 1985),

W(r, h) =
10

7πh2



1 − 3
2 ( r

h )2 + 3
4 ( r

h )3, 0 ≤ r
h ≤ 1 ;

1
4

[
2 − ( r

h )
]3
, 1 < r

h ≤ 2 ;
0, r

h > 2 .
(4.20)

In our study we have chosen h such that the effective smoothing volume contains 16 points
for the two-dimensional Soneira-Peebles point sets (see section 4.2) and 64 for the three-
dimensional Voronoi clustering model datasets (see section 4.5).

4.A.3 DTFE density field reconstruction procedure

The density ρ̂ is evaluated at the locations of the sample points on the basis of the V(Wi) of
the contiguous Voronoi cell of each point. The contiguous Voronoi cell of a sample point is
the union of all Delaunay tetrahedra (or triangles in two dimensions) of which the point forms
one of the four vertices. The density ρ̂(xi) at the location of point i is given by

ρ̂(xi) = (1 + D)
mi

V(Wi)
. (4.21)

Subsequently, the DTFE defines the density field ρ̂ by linear interpolation over the Delaunay
tessellation of the point distribution. Once the (linear) gradient ∇̂ f

∣∣∣
m inside the Delaunay

tetrahedron m has been determined from the (1 + D) field values ρ̂ j at the sample points
constituting its vertices, it is straightforward to determine the DTFE density field value ρ̂(x)
for each location x within the tetrahedron. By means of straightforward linear interpolation
within the Delaunay tetrahedron in which x is located we find

f̂ (x) = f̂ (xi) + ∇̂ f
∣∣∣
m · (x − xi) . (4.22)
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In two dimensions the contiguous Voronoi cell is defined by on average 7 points: the point
itself and its natural neighbours. In two dimensions each point has on average 6 natural neigh-
bours, irrespective of the spatial point distribution (see e.g. Icke & van de Weygaert 1987), and
also belongs to 6 Delaunay triangles. In three dimensions, the number of natural neighbours
varies somewhat as a function of the underlying point distribution. For a Poisson distribu-
tion, it is on average ∼13.4 (see e.g. van de Weygaert 1994). Unlike for the two-dimensional
case the number of Delaunay tetrahedra to which a point belongs is rather different from the
number of natural neighbours, and is in ∼27.07 for a Poisson distribution.

Not only the size, but also the shape of the Delaunay simplices is fully determined by
the spatial point distribution. As a result the resolution of the DTFE procedure depends on
both the density and geometry of the local point distribution. Not only does the DTFE kernel
embody an optimal spatial resolution, it also involves a high level of adaptivity to the local
geometry of the point distribution.

4.B Voronoi clustering model

Each Voronoi clustering model is defined by a distribution of M cell nuclei and N initially
randomly distributed model galaxies. The set of M nuclei or expansion centres within the
volume V are the ‘expansion centres’ driving an evolving matter distribution. The nuclei have
locations ym (m = 1, . . . ,M). Within the same volume N model galaxies are distributed,
usually with N � M. The initial spatial distribution of these N galaxies is purely random
within the confines of the sampling volume V , their initial locations xn(0) (n = 1, . . . ,N)
defined by a homogeneous Poisson process.

The essential first step of the Voronoi clustering model formalism is to determine for each
galaxy n the Voronoi cell Vα in which it is initially located. This involves the trivial task of
finding the nucleus jα which is closest to the initial position xn(0).

Dependent on how far the galaxy is moved away from its initial location xn(0), the galax-
ies’ path xn(t) consists of cell displacement sα directed radially outward from the expansion
centre jα, a wall displacement sαβ(t) within the Voronoi wall Σαβ defined by the nucleus jα
and its natural neighbour jβ, and an edge displacement sαβγ(t) along the Voronoi edge Λαβγ,
defined by jα and its natural neighbours jβ and jγ (see Fig. 4.22),

xn(t) = yα + snα(t) + snαβ(t) + snαβγ(t)

(4.23)

= yα + snα(t)ênα + snαβ(t)ênαβ + snαβγ(t)ênαβγ ,

in which ênα is the unity vector along the path of the galaxy within the interior of Voronoi cell
Vα, ênαβ the unity vector along the galaxies’ path within the Voronoi wall Σαβ and ênαβγ the
unity vector directed along the Voronoi edge Λαβγ.

The identity of the nuclei jα, jβ, jγ and jδ, and thus the identity of the cell Vα, the wall
Σαβ, the edge Λαβγ and the vertex Ξαβγδ, depends on the initial location xn(0) of the galaxy,
the position yα of its closest nucleus and the definition of the galaxies’ path within the Voronoi
skeleton. As for the latter, our procedure is based on the radial path

rnα(t) ≡ yα + Rn(t) ênα (4.24)
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Figure 4.22 — Schematic illustration of the Voronoi kinematic model. Courtesy: Jacco
Dankers.

which defines the line starting at yα and pointing radially outward from jα along the direction
of unity vector ênα,

ênα ≡
xn(0) − yα
|xn(0) − yα|

, (4.25)

defined by the initial location of galaxy n and yα. The wall Σαβ is the wall in the Voronoi
skeleton which yields the nearest intersection point along the line rn(t). Following the inter-
section, the formalism involves the projection rnαβ of the radial path rnα(t) onto the wall Σαβ.
The boundary of the wall is defined by Voronoi edges. The galaxy n moves towards the one
edge Λαβγ which defines the nearest intersection with the wall path rnαβ. Finally, the path of
the galaxy n towards one of its two vertices of the edge Λαβγ corresponds to the projection of
rnα(t) along the edge. The direction along the edge determines the vertex Ξαβγδ.

4.B.1 Procedure outline

Following the above, the recepy for generating Voronoi model galaxy distributions proceeds
in four major stages

• Initial Conditions.

• Path within Voronoi cellVα, until intersection Voronoi wall Σαβ.

• Path within Voronoi wall Σαβ, until intersection Voronoi edge Λαβγ.

• Path along Voronoi edge Λαβγ, until arrival at vertex Ξαβγδ.

4.B.2 Initial conditions

The initial conditions for the galaxy distribution are generated as follows:

• Distribution of M nuclei, expansion centres, within the simulation volume V . The
location of nucleus m is ym.
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• Generate N model galaxies whose initial locations, xn(0)(n = 1, . . . ,N), are randomly
distributed throughout the sample volume V .

• Of each model galaxy n determine the Voronoi cellVα in which it is located, ie. deter-
mine the closest nucleus jα.

4.B.3 Path within Voronoi cell

• Move galaxy n from its initial position xn0 along the radial path emanating form its
expansion centre jα, ie. along the direction defined by the unity vector ênα,

ênα ≡
xn0 − yα
|xn0 − yα|

. (4.26)

The path xn of galaxy n within the cellVα is

xn(t) = yα + snα(t) ênα , (4.27)

where snα(t) = snα(t)ênα is its displacement with respect to the expansion centre jα.

• Identify the Voronoi wall Σαβ of Voronoi cellVα which will be intersected by the path
of galaxy n, ie. determine the identity jβ of the corresponding natural neighbour of jα.
This wall is shared with one of the natural neighbours jβ and delineates the region of
space equidistant to its two closest nuclei, jα and jβ.

• Determine the parameter value
snα(t) = υn (4.28)

for which the radial path xn(t) crosses Σαβ, yielding the intersection point

xnαβ ≡ yα + υn ênα . (4.29)

4.B.4 Path within Voronoi wall

Subsequently, the path xn(t) of galaxy n is constrained to the wall Σ(αβ) (see Fig. 4.22). The
path is a continuation of the radial path withinVα (Eqn. 4.27), with the displacement perpen-
dicular to the wall set to zero.

• The path within the wall is specified by

xn(t) = xnαβ + snαβ(t) ênαβ

(4.30)

= yα + υn ênα + snαβ(t) ênαβ ,

where ênαβ is the unity vector along the direction of the projection of the vector ênα onto
the wall Σαβ. Defining the unity vector êαβ perpendicular to Σαβ as

êαβ ≡
yα − yβ
|yα − yβ|

, (4.31)

the vector ênαβ is defined by

ênαβ ≡
ênα − (ênα · êαβ) êαβ
|ênα − (ênα · êαβ) êαβ|

. (4.32)
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• Identify the Voronoi edge Λαβγ, ie. identify the nucleus jγ with whom the nuclei jα and
jβ share a Voronoi edge. The edge Λαβγ delineates the region of space equidistant to its
three closest nuclei, jα, jβ and jγ, marking the boundary between their Voronoi cells
and as such is also one of the edges defining the boundary of the polygonal Voronoi
wall Σαβ.

• Determine the parameter value
snαβ(t) = σn (4.33)

for which the path xn(t) crosses Λαβγ, yielding the crossing point xnαβγ,

xn = xnαβ + σn ênαβ . (4.34)

4.B.5 Path along Voronoi edge

Subsequently, the path xn(t) of galaxy n is constrained to proceed along the edge Λαβγ, pro-
ceeding towards one of the two vertices at its tip.

• The path of galaxy n along the edge is given by

xn(t) = xnαβγ + snαβγ(t) ênαβγ

(4.35)

= yα + υn ênα + σn ênαβ + snαβγ(t) ênαβγ ,

where ênαβγ is the unity vector directed along the axis of the edge Λαβγ,

ênαβγ ≡
(yβ − yα) × (yγ − yα)
|(yβ − yα) × (yγ − yα)|

. (4.36)

4.B.6 Voronoi vertex

• Identify the Voronoi vertex Ξαβγδ, ie. identify the nucleus jδ with whom the nuclei
jα, jβ and jγ share a Voronoi vertex. That is, the nucleus jδ with whom jα, jβ and jγ
define a Delaunay polyhedron and a corresponding circumscribing sphere which does
not contain any of the other M − 4 nuclei and of which Ξαβγδ is the centre.

• The path of galaxy n along the edge Λαβγ proceeds up to vertex Ξαβγδ, which it reaches
when the parameter snαβγ(t) attains the value

snαβγ(t) = λn , (4.37)

such that its coordinates xn are those of the vertex Ξαβγδ, i.e.

xn = xαβγδ

= xnαβγ + λn ênαβγ (4.38)

= yα + υn ênα + σn ênαβ + λn ênαβγ .
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4.C Voronoi wall density and mass distribution
In order to estimate the volume occupied by a particular mass fraction of the galaxy distribu-
tion we need to compute the ‘raw’ density values in the underlying Voronoi galaxy models.
The enclosed mass may then be computed by integrating over the regions of space with a
density value larger than a given threshold ρC .

With the situation and calculation being quite similar for the Voronoi wall, filament and
cluster models we here concentrate on the explicit calculation of the mass volume occupation
of the Voronoi wall model.

4.C.1 Single Voronoi wall

In the Voronoi wall model the surface density σk of a Voronoi wall Σk is uniform, its value
solely dependent on the distance hk of the wall to the nuclei jα and jβ. These are the nuclei
which have Σk as one of the polygonal Voronoi walls marking their boundary. This follows
from the fact that the volume within the pyramidal volume Vkα defined by the nucleus jα and
the wall Σk,

Vkα = Vkβ =
1
6

hk Ak , (4.39)

is linearly proportional to the value of hk and the surface area Ak of the wall (see van de
Weygaert 1991, 1994). As the whole volume Vkα is projected onto the wall, the surface
density of the latter simply follows from

σk = 2
Vkα

Ak
∝ hk . (4.40)

The factor two is a result of the projection of both volumes Vααβ and Vkβ onto the wall Σk.
In the Voronoi wall models used in this study the density distribution around each wall

is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution perpendicular to the wall. The density profile
around each wall is given by

ρk(x) =
σk

Rw
√

2π
e−z2/2R2

w , (4.41)

in which z is the perpendicular distance of a point to the wall Σk. Note that the central wall
density ρk,0 = ρk(z = 0) is given by

ρk(z = 0) =
σi

Rw
√

2π
. (4.42)

The width of the wall is set by the scale Rw (which was chosen to be 1/400th of the box-
size). For reasons of consistency, the wall scale Rw needs to be smaller than the perpendicular
Voronoi cell scale hk,

Rw � hk . (4.43)

From this density profile we can immediately infer the perpendicular distance zk,c correspond-
ing to a density contour value ρc,

zk,c = Rw
√

2

√
ln

σk

Rw
√

2π ρc
. (4.44)
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Evidently the implicit assumption is that the central density ρk,0 > ρc. The mass Mk(z) in and
around Σk enclosed within the density contour ρc is equal to

Mk,c = Ak ×
∫ zk,c

−zk,c

dz
σk

Rw
√

2π
e−z2/2R2

w . (4.45)

4.C.2 Multiple Voronoi walls

If all Voronoi walls would have the same surface density, the total mass enclosed by the
complete network of Voronoi walls would be obtained by simply multiplying the integral in
equation 4.45 by the surface area of all Voronoi walls combined.

In reality, the calculation is slightly complicated by the each wall having a different sur-
face density, varying according to the perpendicular distance wall-nucleus (Eqn. 4.39). As a
consequence the perpendicular distance zk,c corresponding to the density threshold ρc will be
different for each wall. To obtain the total mass enclosed within a density contour level ρc we
therefore need to consider each Voronoi wall individually and add the individual wall mass
contributions Mk,c,

Mtotal,c =
∑

k
ρk,0 > ρc

Mk,c

(4.46)

=
∑

k
ρk,0 > ρc

Ak ×
∫ zk,c

−zk,c

dz
σk

Rw
√

2π
e−z2/2R2

w .

(4.47)

In the above only walls with a core density ρk,0 > ρC may be taken into account.
To find the contour value ρc for which a fraction α of the total mass (or total number of

galaxies) is enclosed within the contour’s interior,

Mtotal,c = αNgal , (4.48)

we iteratively solve the above integral Eqn. 4.47, taking into account the dependence of the
integral limits zk,c for each individual wall on the contour value ρc. The volume V f ,c enclosed
by the mass fraction α can then be computed from the sum

V f =
∑

k
ρk,0 > ρc

Ak × 2zk,c . (4.49)

For the Voronoi filament and cluster models a similar calculation yields the value of the cor-
responding volume filling fractions.

4.D Voronoi cell volume distribution
When estimating the density values in a density field by means of a Voronoi tessellation we
need to take into account the fact that a particle distribution forms a Poisson sample of the
underlying density field. As a result the number density of points varies and at some locations
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may be higher than expected while at others it is lower than expected. In regions where the
number density is higher the volumes of the Voronoi cells are proportionally smaller. This
brings about fluctuations in the DTFE density field estimates, extensively studied and treated
in Chapter 8.

Regions which as a result of the Poisson sampling have a larger number density will thus
correspond to smaller Voronoi cells. As a result we find an uncharacteristically large amount
of mass in the highest density areas, occupying a relatively small fraction of the total volume.
Conversely, at locations where the density is smaller than expected a relatively large volume
contains a relatively small amount of mass. This results in a larger volume filling fraction for
the lowest density regions (with high value for α).

We may obtain a quantitative estimate of this effect by considering the distribution of
Voronoi cell sizes in a homogeneous Poissonian point sampling. Recall that in such a dis-
tribution the underlying density field is homogeneous. Kiang (1966) has shown that this
distribution may be approximated by

dp(ã) =
c
Γ(c)

(c ã)c−1 e−cã dã , (4.50)

with ã = a/<a> the size of the Voronoi cell in units of the average Voronoi cell size (also
see Icke & van de Weygaert 1987). The value of c, a numerical constant, depends on the
dimension of space. In three dimensions c = 6.

As an example, consider the volume filling fraction of the 10% smallest cells, the ones
with the highest density,

V10% =

∫ ã10%

0
dp(ã) ã . (4.51)

In this expression ã10% is the volume of the Voronoi cell at the 10 percentile level: 10% of the
Voronoi cells have a volume smaller than ã10%. This volume may be found by solving

∫ ã10%

0
dp(ã) = 0.10 . (4.52)

From this we find that V10% = 0.042, ie. the 10% smallest cells occupy 4% of the total
volume, only 40% of the expected volume.






